Tuesday 31st July at 10.00 am
General & Collectables Auction
Office furniture & office equip. .PCs & printers. Good House clearances. Carpets.
BioEthanol Stoves. Catering equipment. Café & restaurant furniture.
Lynton showman exhibition trailer.
The contents of a butcher's shop: 2 Mincers, sausage maker , scales etc.
Insolvency: Eden4Flowers Ltd..Online Hampers & Flowers etc.
A large qty of Dorset TEA. Boxes of chocolates, Moores biscuits, Cakes, Tiptree jams,
Chutneys, Cheese biscuits. Wine & Port. 1000s of bamboo baskets & hampers.
A large qty of flower arranging items. 1000s new cardboard packing boxes.
Retirement Sale: Haberdashery shop. Bolts of Material, threads, buttons, zips, wool etc..
Deceased Estates “Wood” TV & Audio + Clocks & Watches Many new TVs, Radios,
HiFis, Phones, electrical items.100s of new watches, clocks, watch repairing equipment.
Antique & period Furniture. Also Collections of Steiff Teddy Bears and Vintage Sewing Machines.
Collection of 8 track cartridge players, both car & home + 100s of cartridges.
Large record collection 1950s – 70s many solo artists & big bands. Minton & Royal Crown Derby China. Murano Glass, Paperweights. Beswick Pigs band. Dalton Ladies. Interesting books incl. several 1st editions.
American Pulp magazines from 1930s. Commemorative coins. Film posters, Vintage games.

Wednesday 1st August at 10.00 am
Commercial Auction
Plant & Machinery, Engineering & Woodworking Equipment.
Insolvencies: 1.4ton & 1.5 ton FORKLIFT electric trucks. Heli HFG 20 1.5ton Gas Forklift.
Mitsubishi 1.5t Gas forklift. Besco Trufold folder. Plasma cutter, 20ft shipping container.
36 bays of good modern Pallet Racking 3.5m to 4.5 m.
A large qty of new Agricultural Linkage parts.
Woodworking centres. Compressors, bathroom & kitchen fittings. 100s of used &
unused Doors. Gensets. Welding equipment. Potter's wheel and kiln. Site toilet block.
A large qty of timber and sheeting.. Many wooden farm gates and fencing items.
Vehicles. VW Crafter CR35 88 MWB High Roof panel Van ‘08. MoT 8/03/19 135k’.
Ford Transit 110 T330M FWD Refrigerated van 165’k Dual compartment
Freezer/Fridge, 2008 MoT 20/02/19. L200 Warrior D/cab Pickup ‘04, 88k’ No MoT

On view : Sat. 28th July 9-1, Mon. 30th July 9-6.
Live On-Line Bidding available with easyLiveAuction.com
www.mstauctioneers.co.uk T. 01404 891833

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE
1) INTERPRETATION
i)
"Bid price" means the price bid by a purchaser for a lot exclusive of any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of goods comprising the lot;
ii)
"Purchase price" means the bid price plus a sum equal to any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of the goods comprised in a lot;
iii)
"Purchaser" means the person making the highest bid price for a lot;
iv)
"Vendor" means the person, company or department selling the goods.
v)
"Reference to any enactment, order, regulation or other similar Instrument" shall be construed as a reference to the enactment, order, regulation or Instrument as amended by any subsequent enactment, order,
regulation or Instrument.
2) GENERAL NOTICE: This sale is not classed as a consumer sale within the meaning of the Supply of Goods (Implied Terms) Act 1979.
3) THIRD PARTY AGENT: All of the equipment is in the ownership of the vendor. MST Auctioneers Ltd is acting as a third party agent only and does not take any title to any of the goods. MST Auctioneers Ltd cannot be held
liable for any errors on the website, problems with registration or acceptance of bids.
4) BUYERS PREMIUM AND VAT CHARGES: A buyer’s premium of 18% plus VAT is charged on the hammer price of all lots in our General sales, except for vehicles which have a Buyer’s Premium of 10% plus VAT. This does
not including internet auction host fees which will be an additional charge. The premium will be clearly marked in any special notes and in the catalogue. Vat will be charged at the current rate. The Auctioneer’s
Margin Scheme will apply to all lots not liable for VAT on the bid (hammer) price so the VAT on the buyer’s premium will be included in the amount shown and not itemised separately.
5) BIDDING: Your bid is a legally binding contract to purchase, if you are not sure, do not bid as we are unable to cancel your purchase and NO refunds will be made. If any dispute arises between those making bids, the
Auctioneer, at his discretion, shall either again put up the lot in dispute for resale or decide the dispute. No person shall retract his bidding. The Vendor reserves the right to bid himself or by his Agents and to alter,
vary or withdraw any lots before or during the sale. The Auctioneers have absolute discretion without giving any reason, to refuse registration to any person. A £200 refundable deposit may be required to be paid
(either by card or cash) by any person wishing to bid.
6) COMMISSION BIDS: MST Auctioneers Ltd will be pleased to execute bids on buyers behalf should they not be able to attend the sale. This service is free of charge and whilst every effort is made to secure the lots, no
guarantees are given. The Auctioneer will bid as if you are in the room therefore securing the lot at the best price and will execute the bids as cheaply as possible. If two buyers submit identical bids, the auctioneer
may take the first bid/bidder’s number received. Card details may be required as security.
7) METHOD OF PAYMENT: All invoices must be paid IN FULL on the day of the sale. No goods may be removed until they have been paid for, together with all other charges. Payment can be by bank transfer, cash, credit
(max £200) or debit cards. Cheques will not be accepted except by agreement with the auctioneers, and the goods will be held until cheques are cleared. BANK TRANSFERS: BACS payment can be made
directly into our account (please contact the office for bank details). PLEASE NOTE: NO CASH PAYMENTS OVER £6,000 WILL BE ACCEPTED. No transfer of lots by the Purchaser shall be allowed.
8) DEFAULT BY THE BUYER: If at any time the Buyer has failed to pay in full, the amount due by the date specified, or failed to remove any lot purchased by the clearance date and time specified in the Auction Notes/Important
Information then:
i)
The Auctioneer may rescind the sale of that lot and the full deposit and all monies paid, shall be forfeit and that lot may be offered for resale;
ii)
The Auctioneer may remove the lot from the premises and leave it outside at the Buyer’s risk and expense;
iii)
The Auctioneer may charge the Buyer the cost of storage or rent, taxes, any wages and other expenses incurred as a result of the lots remaining on the premises;
iv)
The Buyer shall indemnify the Auctioneer against any loss, damages, expenses, claims or liabilities incurred by the Seller arising from the Buyer’s failure to remove the lot from the premises.
9) ONLINE AUCTIONS: ACCEPTANCE OF FINAL BIDS - IMPORTANT NOTE – Acceptance of all final bids is subject to prior approval by our clients. MST Auctioneers Ltd reserves the rights to reject any bids which they feel
are insufficient. Successful bidders will be notified by email upon the finish of the auction together with a request for payment. Your highest bid will be treated as a valid bid, even if the reserve has not been met, as
vendors can ask us to reduce the reserves during the course of the sale
10) ONSITE SALES: DEPOSIT AGAINST DAMAGE OF FABRIC OF BUILDING: Purchasers may be required to pay an additional deposit on lots which will cause damage or leave a hole in the fabric of the building after removal.
These lots will be specified in the sale catalogue. The deposit will be returned once the purchaser has made good in a satisfactory manner. Clearance of all lots must be undertaken in accordance with Health &
Safety at Work Regulations.
11) SAFE WORKING PRACTICE & PERSONAL INJURY: Both the Vendor and the Auctioneer require that in pursuit of safe working practice all equipment used for lifting and transporting heavy items which have been purchased
at the auction should be covered by appropriate insurance and registration documents. This is especially the case in relation to cranes, lifting tackle and forklift trucks. Documentation may be required for
inspection. Furthermore, appropriate protective clothing, PPE, such as hard hats and safety shoes, must be worn during these activities and due regard paid to safe manual handling practice. Neither the Vendor
nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any accident or damage to life or limb which may occur prior to or during the progress of the Sale or at any time during the removal of lots except to the extent that such
accident or damage arises from the negligence of the Vendor or the Auctioneer. Only MST staff may handle and remove goods from the auction rooms except where special conditions apply (see special conditions
sheets). The Buyer takes on responsibility to insure against and to make good any injury or damage to persons or property caused by the Buyer, their carriers, servants or agents.
12) FAULTS AND ERRORS: All lots are sold ‘as seen, as they lie’ and without warranty, regardless of the description in the catalogue. They are sold with all faults and errors or mis-statement or description, measurement,
weight, quantity, quality, number or otherwise (whether of a substantial nature of not). The Purchaser shall be deemed to have inspected the lots he buys and IF THEY BUY WITHOUT PREVIOUS INSPECTION,
THEY SHALL DO SO AT THEIR OWN RISK. The lots are not sold by sample but if in any case, a sample shall be displayed, it shall be upon the understanding that this contract shall contain no implied condition or
warranty as to quantity or otherwise, or that the lots are free from any defect rendering them unmerchantable.
13) CLAIMS CONCERNED WITH CONDITION OF GOODS: Goods marked ‘Trade’ are to be installed by a competent member of the appropriate Trade or purchased only by a member of that Trade. The goods shall be
acquired by the Purchaser at his own risk. The Purchaser shall make no claim against the Vendor or any servant of the Crown in respect of any loss, damage or injury (whether to person or property) suffered by
the Purchaser in the course of or at any time after the delivery of the goods and in any way connected with or arising out of the condition of the goods.
14) RISK AND INSURANCE OF LOTS : Neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any lot or part thereof after the fall of the hammer, from which time all lots shall remain the responsibility of the Purchaser.
The goods are, therefore, the risk of the Buyer immediately upon the fall of the hammer and buyers are strongly advised to effect insurance at once, irrespective of whether title has passed. Title does not pass to
the purchaser until full payment has been received.
15) REMOVAL: ALL LOTS SHALL BE REMOVED AT THE PURCHASER'S EXPENSE AND RISK. A CHARGE OF £3 PER LOT PER DAY WILL BE CHARGED ON ANY LOTS REMAINING AFTER 2 DAYS FOLLOWING THE
SALE. GOODS REMAINING AFTER 10 DAYS WILL BE DEEMED TO BE ABANDONED AND WILL SCRAPPED OR OFFERED FOR RESALE AT THE AUCTIONEER’S DISCRETION, UNLESS STORAGE HAS
BEEN ARRANGED WITH THE AUCTIONEERS. The Purchaser shall comply with any directions with respect to the removal of goods which may be given by the Auctioneers. All storage and expenses must be
paid in full before the lot can be removed. In the event of the purchaser not removing their goods, the auctioneer will be entitled to re-offer the goods in the next sale, and deduct all expenses incurred. Any balance
will be returned to the purchaser.
16) LIFTING AND TOWING: Where the Auctioneers gives assistance with the lifting and/or towing within the Auction House in connection with the collection of goods such assistance is given entirely at the Purchaser's risk and
neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall incur any liability whether in contract or in tort in respect other than in respect of injury to persons arising from the negligence of the Vendor.
17) LOSS CAUSED BY REMOVAL: Where the removal of any lot or lots causes loss or damage to any land or property including any other lot or the death or injury of any person, the Purchaser of the lot or lots being removed
shall:i)
Indemnify the Vendor against any liability or any payment reasonably made by him in respect of such loss, damage or death or injury (including any payment made in connection with the death or injury) under any
Statute, Warrant, Order, Scheme, Regulation, Conditions of Service or other arrangements making provision for payments in respect of the death, disablement, sickness or other injury and
ii)
In the case of loss or damage to land or property or any lot not sold to the Purchaser, at the option of the Vendor either make good the loss or repair the damage, whether before the removal of his lots from the
premises is completed or after removal as the Vendor may require, or pay the cost of asking good or repair as estimated by the Vendor whose decision shall be binding on the Purchaser provided always and
subject to the provisions of Conditions 13 hereof:
iii)
the Purchaser shall incur no liability under this Condition if he is able to show that such loss, damage or injury was not attributable to the neglect or default of himself, his servants, agents or sub-contractors and
nothing in this Condition shall relieve the Purchaser of any liability or the Vendor arising apart from this Condition.
18) LIMITATION OF VENDOR LIABILITY: The Vendor shall not be liable in respect of any claim whether in contact or in tort (other than claims in respect of injury to persons arising out of negligence of the Vendor) by the
Purchaser arising out of or in any way in connection with the sale of all or any of the goods for any sum exceeding the amount of the deposit or purchase price (as the case may be) paid by the Purchaser in respect
of the goods the subject of the claim.
19) DISPUTES: If any dispute or difference arises about any lot or any other matter in relation to the sale (other than a dispute between bidders) the same shall be settled by the Auctioneers or any such person as they shall
appoint for the purpose, whose determination shall be fixed and binding on all parties concerned.
20) HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK ACT 1974:
i.
It is expressly brought to the Bidder’s attention that, at the time of sale, any item of plant, machinery or equipment contained in the lot(s) may not necessarily comply with the Health and Safety at Work Etc. Act
1974, Environmental Protection Act 1990, or any other Acts or Regulations thereunder governing the use of the plant, machinery or equipment in a working environment. Successful Bidders for any such plant,
machinery or equipment are hereby required to ensure that the use of any such plant and equipment at a place of work within the United Kingdom does not contravene such relevant Act or Regulation thereunder
applicable thereto.
ii.
The goods are not sold as articles for use at work; they are sold on the understanding that the Vendor does not represent them as being in a condition which makes them suitable for use at work. The Purchaser is
reminded that if, nevertheless, any of the goods or articles purchased are intended by him to be supplied in due course for use at work, the Purchaser should, before so supplying them for such use, take such steps
as are necessary to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that such goods or articles will be safe and without risks to health when properly used and should carry out or arrange for the carrying out of such
testing and examination as may be necessary to enable him to carry out the obligations imposed by the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
21) ROAD TRAFFIC ACT REQUIREMENTS: Purchasers are reminded that any vehicle or trailer sold in this Sale may not be immediately roadworthy or may be of such a design as will not without alteration comply with the Acts
and Regulations relating to its construction, equipment or use.
22) ROAD WORTHINESS OF VEHICLES: The hour and odometer readings on machinery and vehicles in this or any sale cannot be warranted and should not be relied upon. A MOT Certificate is not evidence of the road
worthiness of any vehicle, and all vehicles or machinery are sold as seen, as they stand, with all their faults, regardless of the catalogue description. No Warranty whatsoever is given or implied by the Auctioneers
or the Vendor.
23) EXPORT OF GOODS: The sale of goods as described in the catalogue shall not imply that Department of Industry licences for export of the goods in their present or modified condition will be granted to a Purchaser.
24) SMOKING: Smoking is NOT permitted anywhere on the premises.
25) CONTAINERS ETC: Pallets, stillages, baskets, skips, etc. used for the display of the lot are not included in the sale lot unless stated.
26) CHEMICALS & LIQUIDS: The attention of Purchasers of chemicals is directed to their obligations to comply with all relevant provisions of the Poisons Act 1972, and of the Poisons Rules made thereunder. Purchasers are
warned that a licence from the Local Authority is necessary before Petroleum Mixtures may be stored. Any fluids remaining in any lots purchased MUST be removed from site in conformity with the Control of
Substances Hazardous to Health Act.
27) POST 1950 WORKS OF ART & COLLECTABLE FURNITURE: Items of furniture included in the antique/collectable section are offers for sale as works of art. These items may not comply with the Furniture and Furnishings
(Fire) Safety Regulations 1988 and for this reason, they should not be used in a private dwelling.
28) UPHOLSTERED FURNITURE - CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT 1987: All upholstered furniture is sold for the purpose of "OFFICE" use only, it is the responsibility of the purchaser to make sure it complies with the fire
resistant regulations before it is re-sold for domestic use.
29) TRADE AND SCRAP LOTS: Items deemed to be TRADE/SCRAP lots may only be purchased by persons carrying on a business of buying goods of the same description as those supplied and they must be fully aware of their
legal obligations under all relevant statutes and legislation, and MUST sign our relevant form to confirm they are aware of these obligations.
SPECIAL NOTICE:
PLEASE BE AWARE THAT ALL LOTS MUST BE INSPECTED, EXAMINED, REPAIRED, RECONDITIONED, TESTED AND CERTIFIED THAT THEY MEET ALL CURRENT REGULATIONS, AS WELL AS THE HEALTH AND
SAFETY AT WORK ACT, CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT, AND THE CONSUMER SAFETY ACT, BEFORE THEY ARE RE-USED OR RE-SOLD, THUS MEETING HEALTH AND SAFETY AND DUTY OF CARE
REQUIREMENTS

BIDDING ONLINE VIA EASY LIVE AUCTION
Go to: www.easyliveauction.com
The list below is taken from their FAQ section:
Question:
How do I create an account?
Answer:
Creating an account is easy, first you'll need a valid email address that can receive emails. Visit the Create Account page and enter you email address. You will then be
sent an email that contains a link, once you receive the email click the link to complete the creation of your account. If you cannot find this email address in your inbox try
searching your spam/junk folder.
Note: The details you add to your account need to be as accurate as possible.
Question:
Can I watch a live auction without creating an account?
Answer:
All live auctions can be viewed without creating an account or registering for an auction... simply click on the 'Watch Live' button which can be found next to live auctions
in our Auctions, in the catalogue page when you click into an auction and on Auctioneers pages.
Question:
What is live bidding?
Answer:
Live bidding allows you to bid in real-time in real auctions across the UK, Ireland and even farther. Our live bidding is so flexible you can bid from a computer, tablet or
smartphone.
Now it doesn't matter how far away an auction is you can still win the lots you love!
Question:
Why do I need to add a payment card to my account?
Answer:
Adding a card to your account is necessary for security purposes to ensure you are a legitimate bidder. Also, if you decide to register for an auction using our 'Flat Fee'
option we will take the payment from the card you register.
Question:
Do you store my payment card details?
Answer:
No, we do not store your payment card details.
We are fully PCI DSS compliant. When you enter your payment card details our third party payment processor takes the details and gives us an encrypted token which
would be useless if it were ever to fall in to the wrong hands.
Question:
How do I add a card to my account?
Answer:
Adding a card to your account can be done in two places, as you register for an auction or in the My Account area. If you click 'add new card' this will take you to a page
where you will be able to enter your card details. Make sure you have entered all the details correctly, then press the Add Card button. If your card is registered with
Verified by Visa / MasterCard (3D Secure) then you may be asked to enter your online banking password. This is an extra layer of security to confirm you are the card
holder.
Note: When a card is added, or used on easyLIveAuction.com we check it by making a small transaction (i.e. 78p) and cancelling it straight away. Although you may see
this amount on your bank statement for a short time, it is not actually taken and will never leave your account.
Question:
What is live bidding?
Answer:
Live bidding allows you to bid in real-time in real auctions across the UK, Ireland and even farther. Our live bidding is so flexible you can bid from a computer, tablet or
smartphone.
Now it doesn't matter how far away an auction is you can still win the lots you love!
Question:
I've never done this before, is there any advice?
Answer:
You can watch any of the live auctions on our website without even having an account so take a look to familiarise yourself.
When you are ready to register for an auction and bid online we would recommend that you bid early because you don't want to run the risk of the auctioneer’s hammer
coming down and missing the lot that you wanted.
Also use the information on screen as you cue to bid rather than use the voice of the auctioneer. Depending on the auction houses own internet connection, sound can
have a slight delay but the information on screen should be instant.
Please read our use blog article 5 Top Tips for Buying at Auction Online for further advice.
Question:
What different auction types?
Answer:
easyLiveAuction has 3 different types of auctions
LIVE: The auction house will be broadcasting the auction live. This means you can leave Autobids and on the day of the sale you can bid live.
TIMED: The lots can be bid on at any point until the end of the auction. Once the auction starts to close, bidding will stop on lots in 30 second intervals. To avoid bid
sniping, last second bids will extend the closing time of the lot by another 5 minutes.
CATALOGUE: This auction will not be broadcast live. You'll still be able to leave absentee bids that will be sent through to the auctioneer to use on the day of the sale.
Question:
How do I register for an auction?
Answer:
Once you have created an account on the website you can register for auctions of your choice. Simply navigate to the auction you wish to bid at and click the 'Register to
Bid' button. Here you can choose your preferred registration method (Free / Flat Fee) and agree to the terms and conditions of Easy Live Auction and those of the auction
house. Once you register you will be sent an email confirming your registration along with the registration method.
Question:
I require more information about a lot before leaving a bid, what should I do?
Answer:
It is important to satisfy yourself with a lot before you bid. If you find that the images and description etc given by the auction house are not enough and you would like to
know more, you can contact the auction house directly by clicking the 'Lot Enquiry' button found in the lot page. The auction house will be sent your enquiry and can get
back you with the information that you require.
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Question:
How to I keep an eye on a lot that I'm interested in?
Answer:
Every lot has a 'Watch Lot' button. When you click this button, it will be added to your watch list. You can view your watch list at any time by going to My ELA
Question:
I need to contact an auctioneer
Answer:
All auctioneer contact information can be found using the Auctioneers link on the main menu or by clicking the 'Auction Info' button found in every auction catalogue page.
Most auction houses have their own personal page with us that shows you all their upcoming auctions along with information about them, shipping policies and terms and
conditions.
Question:
Why can't I hear/see the auctioneer when watching a live sale?
Answer:
Although our services enable auction houses to broadcast sound and video, not all use it.
It may also be the case that the auction house has some technical reason for not broadcasting sound (perhaps their microphone is broken). Please feel free to contact the
auction house to find out why sound is not being broadcast.
NOTE: The sound / video uses Adobe Flash Player to broadcast. You will need to enable or install this plugin for your browser.
Most mobile devices do not support Adobe Flash Player so you will be unable to listen / watch without using a third-party app like Puffin Web Browser.
If the audio / video buttons are disabled then the auctioneer is not broadcasting this media.
Question:
How do I bid on a live auction?
Answer:
On the day of the auction a Watch Live button will appear to allow you to launch the bidding console. Here you will be able to follow the auction and bid on the lots. Click
the blue button with the amount of the next bid on to submit your bid for the lot. If you are ahead the button will be green and will return to blue if you have been outbid.
Question:
What are Autobids?
Answer:
All live auctions allow you to leave Autobids on lots. Each lot page will have a box for you to input your maximum bid and save it. An Autobid allows our system to bid on
your behalf up to the maximum bid you have left. We keep our Autobids confidential so the auctioneer will not know how much you have left.
You can also leave a +1 with your Autobid. This allows our system to bid one more increment if you are outbid on your maximum amount.
Autobids can be left at any time up until the lot is offered by the auctioneer and you can even bid live having left Autobids as our system will not let you bid against
yourself.
Question:
Leaving an absentee bid for catalogue listing
Answer:
In the same way you can leave Autobids for live auctions, you can leave Absentee bids for non-live auctions. On the lot page, you can place the maximum amount you
wish to bid up to and submit it. We will then pass this bid to the auctioneer for them to action during the auction.
Question:
How do I see the lots I've won and bid on?
Answer:
Viewing your won lots and the items you have placed a bid on can be done in My ELA. Once you are in My ELA you can click the title 'My Bids' or 'My Won Lots' to view
more details.
Question:
What do I do if I am dissatisfied with an item I have bought?
Answer:
easyLiveAuction.com is a live bidding platform for auctioneers to sell lots to buyers over the internet. We do not sell the items ourselves, because of this we recommend
that you contact the auction house directly if you are unhappy with the item you have received.
Please remember that when bidding at auction as soon as the hammer comes down a contract is formed between you and the auctioneer. Under the laws governing
auctions you have no right to return the item unless the item has been incorrectly described. This is the main reason we advise you to satisfy yourself fully with the item
you are interested in before you bid.
Question:
How do I pay for my items?
Answer:
You will be required to pay the auction house directly. The way in which you pay for your won lots will be different from auction house to auction house as will be the
time frame for payment to be made. Each has their own methods of invoicing and collecting payment. If you have any questions relating to your invoice then you should
contact the auctioneer directly.
Question:
I have registered for an auction but it says I am 'Pending Authorisation'
Answer:
This means that you are waiting for the auctioneer to authorise you to bid at their auction. Once you have been authorised by an auctioneer you will receive an email
stating so. You will then be able to leave Autobids and bid live.
If you have any questions about your registration status then you will need to contact the auction house directly.
Question:
What additional costs of bidding at auction?
Answer:
Buyer's Premium - This is the cost the auction house charge for their services, it varies from auction house to auction house. Usually VAT is added on to the buyer’s
premium but is sometimes it is included, this will be made clear in the 'Auction Info' area, the lot page and the auction house terms and conditions.
VAT - In addition to the VAT on the buyer's premium, you may also be charged VAT on the hammer price as well. This tends to be for brand new goods or special items
that require it.
Internet Surcharge
Free Registration - If you chose this option you will also pay 3% of the hammer price for bidding online. This charge will be included in the invoice you receive from the
auction house and will also have VAT added to it if the auction house is VAT registered.
Flat Fee - If this option is selected you will pay a flat fee including VAT for the online bidding service, this is taken regardless of whether you bid and is taken directly from
your registered payment card.
ARR - Artists Resale Rights are applicable to some works of art valued over €1000. All this information is visible in the auction info on each auction catalogue, and on the
lot page. Every auction house and lot is different so we highly recommend that you view each lot you wish to bid on so you are aware of the additional cost that are
added, and if you are still unsure contact the auction house..
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DAY 1 Rostrum 1. By Auction office, Commencing at 10.00am

General household, IT, Electrical, antiques & collectables

1.M - 1 box containing 168 black ear muffs
2.M - 1 box containing 168 black ear muffs
3.M - 1 box containing a quantity of mixed ear muffs
4.M - 1 box containing a quantity of mixed ear muffs
5.M - 12 various type blinds
6.M - 1 printer by Hewlett Packard type Officejet Pro 8100 eprinter boxed
7.M - 11 bags of various fabric - sizes are written on the bags
8.M - 3 rolls of various fabric
9.M - 7 bags of various fabric - sizes are written on the bags
10.M - 6 bags of various fabric - sizes are written on the bags
11.M - 5 rolls of various fabric
12.M - 9 bags of various fabric - sizes are written on the bags
13.M - 5 bags of various fabric - sizes are written on the bags
14.M - 3 rolls of various fabric
15.M - 6 bags of various fabric - sizes are written on the bags
16.M - 1 garden water feature - frogs
17.M - 1 garden water feature - white 3 tier
18.M - 1 garden water feature - grey 3 tier
19.M - 1 garden water feature - ducks
20.M - 1 tall garden water feature
21.M - 21 boxes each containing 12 x 265ml bottles of Tea Tree hair iron
spray in anti slip bottles
22.V - Blank
23.V - Blank
24.M - A quantity of various pictures, mirror and a map print. Contents of
one shelf
25.M - 7 bags of various fabric - sizes marked on bags
26.M - 12 bags of various fabric - sizes marked on bags
27.M - 1 bag of light coloured fabric - approx 35m long
28.M - 1 small strimmer by Black and Decker type 250W, 240v (Trade)
29.M - 22 bags of various fabric - sizes marked on bags
30.V - Blank
31.V - Blank
32.M - 1 part roll of carpet approx 4m x 4m
33.M - 2 light wood framed vintage commercial display cabinets
34.M - 2 wide glass display cabinets
35.M - A quantity of various items including a Singer sewing machine, slat
wall, slat wall fittings, an iron with ironing board etc (Trade)
36.M - 2 wood effect glass display cabinets
37.M - 1 wheeled cage containing bandages and wall tidy - cage and
contents are included
38.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of adult size Tena Comfort liners for
use with Tena Fix pants (NO Tena fix pants are included)
39.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of adult size Tena Comfort liners for
use with Tena Fix pants (NO Tena fix pants are included)
40.M - 4 wooden rectangular coffee tables
41.V - 5 round wooden tables
42.V - 3 square tables with copper covered tops
43.V - 4 square tables with metal covered tops
44.V - 8 dark wood pub type chairs
45.M - 2 tables and 4 low stools
46.M - A multifunction fitness centre by Kettler type 7713-000 plus several
mirrors
47.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of flat packed cardboard boxes.. 51 x
36 x 16 cms
48.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of flat packed cardboard boxes.. 51 x
36 x 16 cms
49.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of flat packed cardboard boxes. 51 x
36 x 16 cms
50.M - 3 artifical plant displays
51.M - 24 various work trousers
52.M - A quantity of various haberdashery yarn and twine
53.M - 1 metal garden water feature
54.M - 24 various work trousers
55.M - 19 various work trousers
56.M - 1 tall garden metal planter by Primrose
57.M - 1 tall garden metal planter by Primrose
58.M - 1 tall garden metal planter by Primrose
59.V - Blank
60.M - 16 various work jackets
61.M - 16 various work jackets
62.M - 15 various work jackets
63.M - 1 garden water feature - grey 2 tier
64.M - 2 terracotta coloured planters and 1 battery operated cat repeller
65.M - 1 pressure washer by Nilfisk type C110. 4 (Trade)
66.M - A quantity of various work and other clothing including trousers,
shorts etc
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67.M - A quantity of various shirts
68.M - A small plastic 2 drawer unit and a quantity of picture frames
69.M - A quantity of small cardboard boxes
70.M - 3 blue bags containing large display panels and supporting
equipment
71.V - 2 cream wall cupboards
72.M - 1 folding bike by Hawk type Compact
73.M - 1 BMX bike by FBM type Executioner
74.M - 1 BMX bike by Diamondback type Riptile
75.M - 1 BMX bike by Sun Cross
76.M - 1 BMX bike by Haro type Nyquist Backtrack 1
77.M - 1 folding mountain bike by MTB type Stow a bike
78.V - 1 multi fuel stove type Anstey, 6. 5kw
79.V - 1 multi fuel stove type Bray JA013, 6kw
80.V - 1 unused multifuel stove type Oakford, 7kw
81.V - 1 unused multifuel stove type Oakford, 7kw
82.V - 1 unused multifuel stove type Oakford, 7kw
83.M - A quantity of various clocks. Contents of one shelf
84.M - A quantity of various clocks. Contents of one shelf
85.M - A quantity of various clocks. Contents of one shelf
86.M - 2 pairs of skis, 1 pair of poles and 1 pair of ski boots. Contents of
one shelf
87.M - A quantity of electronic fishing games. Contents of one shelf
88.M - 1 flue gas analyser by Maester type 1000 Plus in a flight case and 2
other metal boxes. Contents of one shelf
89.M - A quantity of various soft toys. Contents of one bay /3 shelves
90.M - A quantity of various items including cases, a light, toys etc.
Contents of one bay /3 shelves (Trade)
91.M - A quantity of various household items including a Kenwood food
mixer, a Panasonic hifi, books etc. Contents of one bay /3 shelves
(Trade)
92.M - A quantity of various items including toys, a coffee machine etc.
Contents of one bay / 3 shelves (Trade)
93.M - A quantity of various items including a cocktail set, toys etc.
Contents of one bay /3 shelves
94.M - A quantity of various items including toys, novelty items etc.
Contents of one bay /3 shelves
95.M - A quantity of various items including toys, soft toys etc. Contents of
one bay /3 shelves
96.M - A quantity of various items including toys, DVDs, PC games etc.
Contents of one bay /3 shelves
97.M - One golf bag containing various clubs
98.M - 3 various shelf units (one of which has basket drawers)
99.M - 2 bedside cabinets, 2 up lighters, a nest of 3 tables, 1 stool and 1
folding step (Trade)
100.M - 3 vacuum cleaners - 2 x Panasonic and 1 x Miele which is missing
the hose (Trade)
101.M - 1 small pine two door cabinet and 1 pine TV cabinet
102.M - 1 Moses basket with stand and 1 wicker coffee table
103.V - 1 mobility scooter by Strider type ST2 with battery charger and key
(Trade)
104.M - one glass / metal TV stand
105.M - 4 white coffee tales by Ikea
106.M - 4 white metal hat / coat stands
107.M - 1 glass display cabinet with built-in lights. Please note the glass
door has been replaced with a plastic panel
108.M - 1 oval wooden dining table
109.M - 1 dark wood oval dining table with glass cover and 6 dining chairs
110.M - 1 circular black table with 4 x metal / black bent wood chairs by FH
of Denmark
111.V - Blank
112.M - A cream upholstered two person sofa - both seats are manual
recliners
113.M - 1 dark wood coffee table with metal stud decoration
114.M - 1 wooden dining table with metal mesh centre and 6 dining chairs
with metal mesh back panels
115.V - Blank
116.M - A quantity of various items including a vacuum cleaner, umbrellas, a
petrol engine chain saw which requires attention etc. Contents of one
shelf (Trade)
117.V - Blank
118.M - A wood effect two door home computer cabinet
119.M - 2 pine bedside cabinets, 1 wood effect chest of drawers and 1 other
small cabinet
120.M - 1 conservatory type folding table with 4 stow under chairs
121.M - 2 cream upholstered tub type chairs
122.V - 2 oak wide ladder back dining chairs with brown upholstered seat
pads
123.M - 1 boxing training punch bag and 1 wicker light (Trade)
124.M - 1 hexagonal fish tank with stand and various accessories (Trade)
125.M - 1 gas portable BBQ by Cadac type Easy Chef with grill / skottel and
1 wood framed mirror
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126.M - 1 black glass / metal TV stand
127.V - 2 light painted ladder back dining chairs
128.M - 1 cream chest of drawers and 1 wood effect sideboard
129.M - 2 adjustable height hair salon chairs with 2 foot rests
130.M - 2 easy chairs - 1 green upholstered and 1 brown upholstered
131.M - 1 wide black glass metal TV stand
132.M - 1 black TV stand
133.M - 1 circular pine dining table
134.V - 1 Pine single headboard
135.V - 2 similar but not quite matching dark brown wooden dining chairs
136.M - 4 wooden dining chairs with rush seats
137.M - 1 wood effect dining table and 2 coffee tables
138.M - 1 Pine oval extending dining table, 5 dining chairs and 1 coffee table
139.M - a pine cot (no mattress) and 1 pine headboard
140.M - 10 various wall clocks - boxed and unused
141.M - 2 radiant heaters (Trade)
142.M - 3 mirrors, 1 sign, various prints etc. Contents of one shelf
143.M - 2 boxes each containing a quantity of approx 100 John Deere iPod
cables
144.M - 2 boxes each containing a quantity of approx 100 John Deere iPod
cables
145.M - 1 dark wood sideboard with built in lights (Trade)
146.M - 1 reproduction style two part dresser with built in lights (Trade)
147.M - 2 coffee tables, 1 high back chair, 1 cube stool and 1 plaster plaque
148.V - Blank
149.V - 2 brown upholstered armchairs
150.V - 1 large animal cage
151.V - 1 parrot / bird cage
152.M - 1 small wooden dining table and 4 wheel back chairs
153.M - 1 galvanised folding animal cage and 1 mat
154.M - 1 wheeled vertical flight case with removable front and 7 internal
drawers
155.M - 1 wheeled vertical flight case with removable front and 7 internal
drawers
156.M - 1 wheeled vertical flight case with removable front and 7 internal
drawers
157.V - 2 square wooden dining tables with 4 brown upholstered dining
chairs - please note that one chair has slightly different coloured legs
and is ripped
158.M - 1 white chest of 5 drawers
159.M - 1 Brown upholstered easy chair with matching foot stool
160.M - 1 square fire pit / barbeque
161.M - 1 push along lawn mower by Florabest type FHM 38A1
162.M - 1 top loading large capacity washing machine by Whirlpool (Trade)
163.V - Blank
164.V - Blank
165.V - Blank
166.V - Blank
167.V - Blank
168.V - Blank
169.V - Blank
170.M - 2 short wetsuits - both appear to be used
171.V - 15 ladies white uniform blouses by the Z collection
172.M - A Ladies's cream coloured leather jacket by La Matta - size 16
173.M - A gentleman's light fawn coloured suede jacket by La Mata, a Euro
size 50, M
174.M - 1 long fur coat - no make visible and please note damage to left
shoulder
175.M - 8 various jackets
176.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
177.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
178.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
179.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
180.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
181.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
182.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
183.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
184.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
185.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
186.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
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187.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
188.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
189.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
190.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
191.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
192.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
193.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
194.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
195.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
196.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
197.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
198.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
199.V - 5 child's size short wetsuits - 2 x Mickey Mouse, 2 x Minnie Mouse &
1 x Spiderman
200.M - One cream wedding dress no size visible
201.V - 8 replica weapons including 4 Samurai swords etc. Contents of one
shelf. Please note these are for display purposes only.
202.V - 8 replica weapons including 4 Samurai swords etc. Contents of one
shelf. Please note these are for display purposes only.
203.V - A quantity of food smoking bags by Bar-be-quick Barbecue Products
204.M - 1 electric guitar by Yamaha type AEX500
205.V - 1 box containing a quantity of storage tins
206.V - 1 box containing a quantity of storage tins
207.V - 1 box containing a quantity of storage tins
208.M - A quantity of various shop type display baskets and 1 small grey
table
209.M - 2 shop type thread display racks and a quantity of various empty
plastic storage tubes
210.M - 1 female torso mannequin with stand
211.M - A quantity of various knitting kits, sewing kits etc. Contents of one
shelf
212.M - 2 boxes containing a quantity of various ribbons, shoulder pads,
boning etc
213.M - 3 boxes containing a quantity of various ribbons
214.M - 16 x small storage boxes by Hemline
215.M - A quantity of various haberdashery related and other items including
a latch hook kit, candles, books etc. Contents of one shelf
216.M - A quantity of various haberdashery related and other items including
cushions, rug, wool roving etc. Contents of one shelf
217.M - A quantity of various bags, baskets & cushions. Contents of two
shelves
218.M - A quantity of various haberdashery related items including ribbon,
bias tape, wire rings, embroidery hoops etc. Contents of two shelves
219.M - 21 part rolls of various fabric
220.M - 13 part rolls of various fabric
221.M - 33 part rolls of various fabric
222.M - 19 part rolls of various fabric
223.M - 20 part rolls of various fabric
224.M - 1 shop display rack containing a large quantity of various bias
binding tape
225.M - 1 shop rotary display carousel containing a large quantity of various
Anchor threads in 8m lengths
226.M - 1 shop display rack containing a large quantity of various buttons
227.M - 1 shop display rack containing a large quantity of various zips
228.M - 1 shop display rack containing a large quantity of various Dylon
fabric dyes
229.M - A quantity of approx 100 balls of various acrylic wool
230.M - A quantity of approx 170 balls of various acrylic wool
231.M - A quantity of approx 150 balls of various acrylic wool
232.M - A quantity of various haberdashery related items including
upholstery trim, lace trims etc
233.M - A quantity of various haberdashery related items including maker
magazines, knitting needles, felt squares etc
234.M - A quantity of various sleeping bag and other zips
235.M - A quantity of various rolls of acrylic wool
236.M - A quantity of various fashion type jewellery
237.M - 2 boxes containing a quantity of various ribbon
238.M - 3 boxes containing a quantity of various ribbon
239.M - 4 boxes containing a quantity of various haberdashery related items
including laces, beads, fashion jewellery etc
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240.M - a quantity of various haberdashery related items including ribbon,
fastening tape, tulle etc.
241.M - a quantity of various haberdashery related items including elastic /
piping cord, tapestry wool, pompoms etc
242.M - 3 boxes containing a quantity of various haberdashery related items
including buttons, ribbon etc
243.M - 3 boxes containing a quantity of various haberdashery related items
including beads,eyelets etc
244.M - a quantity of various haberdashery related items including animal
hat kits, buttons, lops etc
245.M - A quantity of various crochet and other kits with 1 bag of stuffing.
Contents of two shelves
246.M - a quantity of various haberdashery related items including quilted
kits, stamped cross stitch kits etc. Contents of three shelves
247.M - 1 shop display rack containing a quantity of various ribbon
248.M - a quantity of various haberdashery related items including crafter
tools, square looms, makers magazines etc. Contents of one bay /4
shelves
249.M - 9 part rolls of various fabric & 1 box of fabric reminates. Contents of
four shelves
250.M - 7 part rolls of various fabric. Contents of two shelves
251.M - 10 part rolls of various fabric. Contents of one shelf
252.M - 10 part rolls of various fabric. Contents of one shelf
253.M - 10 part rolls of various fabric. Contents of one shelf
254.M - 10 part rolls of various fabric. Contents of one shelf
255.M - 10 part rolls of various fabric. Contents of one shelf
256.M - 10 part rolls of various fabric. Contents of one shelf
257.M - 10 part rolls of various fabric. Contents of one shelf
258.M - 10 part rolls of various fabric. Contents of one shelf
259.M - 10 part rolls of various fabric. Contents of one shelf
260.M - 10 part rolls of various fabric. Contents of one shelf
261.V - A large quantity of envelopes. Contents of three shelves
262.V - One Genetouch 42MCP touch screen display monitor with mobile
flight case 240v trade
263.V - 2 x DD-Albra touch screen computer systems, dual core 1.73ghz
cpu, 2gb ram, 250gb HDD, both units fit inside the included mobile flight
case, please note one unit requires attention as its stuck in a boot loop.
Trade
264.V - 2 x DD-Albra touch screen computer systems, dual core 1.73ghz
cpu, 2gb ram, 250gb HDD, both units fit inside the included mobile flight
case, Trade
265.V - 1 medium sized mobile flight case
266.V - One large mobile flight case
267.V - One portable flight case
268.V - 1 portable flight case
269.M - A quantity of various electronic items including DVD players, video
players, Sky boxes, Blu-ray player, digital radios, speakers etc. Please
note these units have not been tested - trade
270.M - A quantity of various electronic related items including speakers,
DVD player, a stereo, two boxes containing a large number of remote
controls, Sony Betamax cassette etc. Contents of 4 shelves - trade
271.M - A quantity of various electronic related items including and audio
video Centre, a boombox, VHS players, various leads etc. Contents of 4
shelves. Please note none of the electric items have been tested - trade
272.M - Two vintage light up signs, one JVC and one Canon, trade
273.M - Two vintage Style resin mantel clocks
274.M - Two sets of vintage Sansui speakers and an iPhone dock speaker
system by Intempo - trade
275.M - One vintage reel-to-reel system by Philips type en450 6, a Sony
video camera and a large number of unused VHS cassettes. Contents
of two shelves - trade
276.M - A quantity of various surround sound speakers by Wharfedale and a
large number of various audio and visual leads. Contents of two shelves
- trade
277.M - A vintage hacker stereo system in need of attention, an unused
Panasonic vacuum cleaner and an unused Alba CD system and a pair
of tannoy speakers. Contents of 2 shelves - trade
278.M - A digital set top box by Humax and Edwardian three light pendant
by Micromart and a Panasonic surround sound DVD system. Contents
of one shelf - trade
279.M - A quantity of vintage watch display cabinets and wrist strap cases
280.V - A quantity of various items including Matt Cardle merchandise, a
Ministry of Sound pop up tent etc. Contents of two shelves
281.M - A quantity of various electronic related items including vintage
phones, Roberts radios etc. Contents of four shelves - trade
282.M - A quantity of various electronic items including a record player, a
home cinema kit, speakers, digital stereo etc. Contents of 2 shelves trade
283.M - A quantity of various electronic items including radios, headphones,
speaker stands etc. Contents of 2 shelves - trade
284.M - A quantity of various electronic items including radios, CD players,
alarm clocks etc. Contents of 2 shelves - trade
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285.M - A quantity of various items including digital radios, iPod docks,
headphones etc.ontents of two shelves - trade
286.M - A quantity of various electronic items including digital radios, CD
players, baby monitors etc. Contents of two shelves - trade
287.M - A quantity of various electronic items including digital radios, alarm
clocks, headphones etc. Contents of two shelves - trade
288.M - One vintage stereo system by JVC featuring a turntable, tuner,
cassette deck, speakers etc -trade
289.M - Two television stands by Pro Signal, contents of one shelf
290.M - A quantity of various electronic items including unused DVD players,
radios etc. Contents of two shelves - trade
291.M - An Amstrad home computer system model 464, a radio and a DVD
player, Contents of one shelf - trade
292.M - 1 large paper trimmer one heavy duty hole punch and a quantity of
folders
293.M - 1 office binding machine by gpc and a stapler
294.M - A quantity of various office related items including a stapler, a hole
punch, envelope labels, a binding machine ect. Contents of half a shelf
295.M - Various electrical items including a radio studio microphone, a
Humax Freeview recorder and an LG 3D Blu-ray player. Contents of
half a shelf - trade
296.M - Various electronic items including a Bluetooth CD micro system by
Goodmans, a Pioneer tuner, a Humax Freesat box etc. Contents of half
a shelf - trade
297.M - One unused Samsung stereo system model number MX h630 unit
comes boxed - trade
298.M - One key cabinet by Avery type mk60
299.M - Various office related items including a trimmer, stapler, hole punch,
folders etc. Contents of one shelf
300.M - A quantity of various electronic related items including charging
cables plug adaptors and tablet cases. Contents of one shelf - trade
301.M - A quantity of various electronic related items including a 4K
Panasonic DVD player, a CD player, camcorder related items etc.
Contents of one shelf - trade
302.M - 5 Dell computer monitors - trade
303.M - A quantity of various electronic items including Bluetooth speakers,
charging boxes, various charging cables and plugs, adaptors etc.
Contents of one shelf - trade
304.M - A large quantity of headphones, earphones etc. Contents of two
boxes/1 shelf - trade
305.M - A quantity of various electronic items including charging boxes,
charging cables, plug adaptors etc. Contents of two boxes/one shelf trade
306.M - A large quantity of new and used clocks. Contents of one shelf
307.M - A large quantity of unused telephones. Contents of one large shelf trade
308.M - A quantity of various electronic related items including telephones,
speakers, television wall mounts etc. Contents of one shelf - trade
309.M - A vintage L & R Vari-matic watch cleaning machine & 1 desktop
clamped watch/clock repair magnifying light, no make or model visible trade
310.M - A quantity of watch/ clock repair tools including precision Swiss
made instruments, clamps, glass presses and dies ect
311.M - A large quantity of unused watch straps
312.M - A large quantity of watch repair parts Inc glass faces, pins, ect
313.M - A large quantity of watch/pocket watch/clock parts for spares or
repairs, contents of 2 boxes
314.M - A quantity of watches for spares or repairs, contents of 1 box
315.M - 10 unused watches, please note most require new batteries
316.M - 10 unused watches, please note most require new batteries
317.M - 20 unused watches, please note most require new batteries
318.M - 20 unused watches, please note some may require a new battery
319.M - 15 unused watches, please note some may require a new battery
320.M - 15 unused watches, please note some may require a new battery
321.M - 12 unused watches and a wooden case, please note some may
require a new battery
322.M - 12 unused watches, please note some may require a new battery
323.M - 15 unused watches, clocks, etc, please note some may require a
new battery, contents of 1 shelf
324.M - 10 unused watches, please note some may require a new battery
325.M - 10 unused watches, please note some may require a new battery
326.M - A large quantity of over 30 unused and vintage used watches this lot
includes Sekonda, Bulova, Sicura etc. (some may require repair)
Contents of one shelf
327.M - 7 unused time co gentleman's watches. Please note these require
batteries
328.M - 9 unused time co ladies watches. Please note these require
batteries
329.M - A quantity of various watches, lighters, cufflinks etc. Contents of two
shelves
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330.M - A quantity of watch repair tools and parts including a Shneider
Roberts die, a Jaxa watch back removal tool, 4 watch/clock repair books
etc
331.V - One laptop by Sony type Vaio with an m processor 1.73 gigahertz
2GB RAM 60gb hard disk drive. Please note Windows does require
activation and a key - trade
332.V - One laptop by Compusys with an m processor 1.8 CPU 512mb RAM
80 GB hard disk drive. Please note windows requires activation
333.V - One laptop by Acer with a dual core 2.16 gigahertz CPU 2GB RAM
160gb hard disk drive. Please note windows requires activation - trade
334.V - 1A laptop buy Dell type latitude e6330 with an i5 2.7 CPU 4GB RAM
300gb hard disk drive. Please note that Windows requires activation trade
335.V - A dlp projector by Optoma type es526 unit comes with power lead
VGA cable and case - trade
336.M - 1 office All-in-One Printer by advent type aw10 - trade
337.V - One commercial office printer by Dell type 5130 cd A4 colour, trade
338.M - A quantity of various electronic related items including desktop
monitors, a touch screen computer system with no hard disk drive or
power supply, two speakers etc. Contents of one shelf - trade
339.M - A quantity of unused modern & vintage phones. Contents of one
large shelf
340.M - Over 100 universal mains/travel chargers for phones/sat navs etc trade
341.V - 2 desktop printers by Kyocera type ecosystem & one by i-Sensys trade
342.V - 1 desktop computer with an Intel Pentium quad core 2.41 gigahertz
CPU, 4GB RAM, 500GB hard disk drive, please note running Windows
8, unit comes with monitor, keyboard and mouse, trade
343.V - One desktop PC with an Intel Celeron 3.2gb processor 2GB RAM
500GB hard disk drive running Windows 10 64 bit. Unit comes with
monitor, keyboard and mouse
344.V - One desktop PC with an AMD athlon dual core 1.9 gigahertz CPU
2GB RAM 160 GB hard disk drive running Windows 10 64 bit. Unit
comes with monitor keyboard and mouse trade
345.V - One desktop PC with an AMD Phenom 3.2 gigahertz CPU 4GB
RAM 250gb hard disk drive running Windows 10 64 bit. Unit comes with
monitor, keyboard and mouse - trade
346.V - One desktop PC with an AMD athlon 2.6 gigahertz CPU 2GB RAM
250gb hard disk drive running Windows 10 64 bit and unit comes with
monitor, keyboard and mouse - trade
347.V - One desktop PC with an Intel Core 2 Duo 1.8 gigahertz CPU 2GB
RAM 300gb hard disk drive running Windows 10 64 bit. Unit comes with
monitor, keyboard and mouse - trade
348.M - 1 Minolta dynax 700si 35mm camera, a Minolta af100 macro lens
and case
349.M - A Minolta dynax 7000i 35mm camera, a Minolta af100/300 lens with
case
350.M - A Minolta 9000 35mm camera with case but no lens
351.M - A vintage Leicaflex SL 35mm camera with a Leith wetzlar lens &
case
352.M - A quantity of various apple related software including Panther tiger
appleworks 6 toast with jam, Windows vista etc. Contents of 4 shelves
353.V - One desktop computer with an AMD quad core 3.8 gigahertz CPU
4GB RAM 500GB hard disk drive running Windows 10 64 bit. Unit
comes with monitor, keyboard and mouse - trade
354.M - 1 LCD 32 inch colour television by Toshiba model number 32wlt66,
unit comes with remote control and stand - trade
355.M - One pink 24 inch LED DVD TV by Bush, unit comes with stand and
remote control - trade
356.M - 1 x 43 inch smart high-definition television with Freeview play by
Techwood model 43a04usb, unit comes with remote and stand - trade
357.M - One 19 inch LED digital DVD TV with integrated dvb-t and satellite
tuner by Cello unused boxed 12v - trade
358.M - One large 47 in HD smart TV by LG model number 47lb58, unit has
been taken out of the box for display - trade
359.M - 1 x 24 inch HD TV by Panasonic and a freesat DVD/HDD recorder
box also by Panasonic. Both units come with remote control - trade
360.M - 1 x 40 inch LED HDTV by Hisense model number h40m21oo, unit
has been taken out of the box for display. Comes with remote control,
trade
361.M - 1 x 40 inch HD TV by Samsung model number ue40d5520rkxxu trade
362.M - 1 32 inch HD TV by Samsung model number UE32j5100AK, unit
has been taken out of the box for display and comes with a stand and
remote control - trade
363.M - 1 x 40 inch HDTV by Sony type Bravia model number kdlrd453, unit
has been taken out of the box for display and comes with power supply
remote control and stand - trade
364.M - 1 x 40 inch HDTV by Sony type Bravia model number kdlrd453, unit
has been taken out of the box for display and comes with power supply
remote control and stand - trade
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365.M - 1 28 inch LED HDTV by Samsung model number hg28nz6758bxx,
unit has been taken out of the box for display comes with stand and
remote control - trade
366.M - 1 x 40 inch HDTV by Samsung Type joiii 5 series model number
ue40k5100AK, unit has been removed from the box for display and
comes with remote control - trade
367.M - 1 x 32 inch HD TV by Samsung Type joiii, model number
UE32j5100AK, unit is unused and boxed - trade
368.M - 1 unused, boxed vintage style radio by avionic adventure, type spirit
of St Louis field radio Mark 2 - trade
369.M - One tall display cabinet branded JVC video movie, keys in auction
office - trade
370.M - 1 x 19 inch LED TV by Samsung with remote and a sound bar by
Sistema base TV - trade
371.M - 1 x 28 inch HD Smart TV by LG model number 28lf49, unit has been
taken out of the box for display, comes with remote control - trade
372.M - 1 x 24 inch HD Smart TV by Mitchell and Brown model number
jb241811fsm DVD, unit comes unused & boxed - trade
373.M - 1 x 24 inch HD TV by Cello. Unit is unused and boxed - trade
374.M - 1 x 32 inch HD Smart TV by Toshiba model number 3253653DB,
unit has been removed from the box for display. Comes with remote
control - trade
375.M - 1 used vintage tft television by Philips in the style of a crash helmet,
model discoverer - trade
376.M - 1 x 32 inch HD TV by Toshiba type regza, model number 32RV753.
Unit comes with remote control - trade
377.M - 1 32 inch LED HD Smart TV by Toshiba model number
32S3643DG, unit is unused and boxed - trade
378.M - 1 Bluetooth HDMI soundbar by Soundbase 2, unit is unused and
boxed - trade
379.M - 1 x 22 inch HD TV by LG model number 22mt48DF unit is unused
and boxed - trade
380.V - 6 PC tower units. Please note all units have had hard disk drives
removed - trade
381.M - A quantity of vintage Sony Walkmans, a portable waterproof Sony
sports radio cassette recorder, a Sinclair joystick and two vintage Pepsi
can style phones ect. Contents of half a shelf - trade
382.M - A quantity of various items including ink cartridges, staplers, an
office trimmer etc. Contents of half a shelf - trade
383.M - Two Commercial office printers by Dell model 250 DN, trade
384.M - A scalar network Analyser by Willtron type 560 a and a
programmable sweep generator also by Willtron model 6610a - trade
385.M - A quantity of electronic items including freeview boxes, a DVD
player, phones, a portable radio. Please note these have not been
tested - trade
386.M - A 23 inch LCD TV by Samsung (which requires attention) and a 19
inch LCD TV/DVD combi by Orion. Please note no remote controls,
trade
387.V - 1 small LCD HDTV by LG no model visible unit comes with wall
bracket and remote control - trade
388.M - 3 boxes containing approximately 360 x 12-inch singles mainly
club/dance music, original/promo/white label, please view for details of
condition
389.M - A quantity of various electronic items including network adaptors,
microphones, earphones, 3D glasses, keyboards etc. Contents of 4
shelves - trade
390.V - A quantity of various electronic items including a surround sound
system, a planer, a toaster, a mobile phone, a heater etc. Contents of 4
shelves - trade
391.V - A quantity of various electronic items including routers cordless
telephones, computer monitors etc. Contents of four shelves, trade
392.M - One vintage stereo system by akai type avm313L, unit comes with
speakers. Contents of one shelf - trade
393.M - A quantity of various items including videos, Nintendo n64 game
cartridges, books, handbags etc. Contents of three shelves
394.M - A quantity of various electronic items including LCD Mount, video
enhancers, keyboards, digital radios etc. Contents of four shelves trade
395.M - Two radios and a bluetooth stereo system by Akai, contents of two
shelves - trade
396.M - One stereo system by Teac and a CD DVD player by Sony and a
smaller retro style stereo cassette player - trade
397.M - A quantity of various electronic items including a stereo, an aerial
booster, LCD wall mounts etc. Contents of two shelves - trade
398.M - A quantity of various electronic items including a soundbar by OTone, two Freeview boxes, VHS cassettes etc. Contents of two shelves
- trade
399.M - A quantity of various electronic items including digital clocks, baby
monitors etc. Contents of two shelves - trade
400.V - A quantity of Mother's Day gifts including bookmark sets and candle
holders contents of one shelf
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401.V - A quantity of photo frames and England paperclips. Contents of one
shelf
402.V - A quantity of various gift related items including ornaments,
bookmark sets and paperweights. Contents of one shelf
403.V - A quantity of various gift related items including photo frames and
ornaments, contents of one shelf
404.V - A quantity of various gift related items including jewellery holders
etc, contents of one shelf
405.V - A quantity of standing meerkat ornaments, contents of half a shelf
406.V - A quantity of standing meerkat ornaments, contents of half a shelf
407.V - A quantity of various gift related items including jewellery holders
ornaments etc, contents of one shelf
408.M - A quantity of various items including official Star Wars Fact Files,
Star Wars Episode 1 collectible figures and a quantity of Victor book for
boys annuals. Contents of two shelves
409.M - 5 various model kits one by Airfix, contents of one shelf
410.V - Four boxes containing a large quantity of cable management
brackets for office desks
411.V - A large quantity of wall mounted TV brackets, contents of two bins
412.M - 3 pairs of ladies boots and a large quantity of curtains, contents of
six shelves
413.V - 5 boxes containing approximately 100 bamboo gift baskets
414.V - 5 boxes containing approximately 100 bamboo gift baskets
415.V - 5 boxes containing approximately 100 bamboo gift baskets
416.V - 5 boxes containing approximately 100 bamboo gift baskets
417.V - 5 boxes containing approximately 100 bamboo gift baskets
418.V - 10 boxes containing approximately 200 bamboo gift baskets
419.V - Blank
420.V - Blank
421.V - Blank
422.V - Blank
423.V - Blank
424.V - A quantity of various gif related items including magical Barbie
blowout and cushions, contents of 3 shelves
425.V - A quantity of various gift related items including magical Barbie
blowout and cushions, contents of 3 shelves
426.V - 5 boxes containing various coloured flower wrapping
427.V - 6 boxes containing various coloured flower wrapping
428.V - 6 boxes of floral foam for dry flower displays, contents of 3 shelves
429.V - 5 boxes containing various decorative items for flower displays,
contents of four shelves
430.M - Two folding garden chairs and two folding fishing beds
431.M - 6 various door mats and 1 pack of carpet grippers
432.M - 1 home gym by pro Fitness
433.M - One free standing punch bag by Everlast and one hanging punch
bag by Central
434.M - A large quantity of training gear for fencing by Nasycon ect,
contents of one large carry bag
435.M - 1 home weight training bench by Physionics
436.M - One commercial rowing machine by pro Fitness
501.M - Three wooden wise monkeys, a quantity of decorative carved wood
ware and miscellaneous brass and copper ware etc.
502.M - A quantity of vintage board games, chess , Domino's, Escalado,
Bezique etc and a large quantity of vintage 'the saint' books by Leslie
Charteris ( contents of 5 shelves)
503.M - A quantity of miscellaneous books (four shelves)
504.M - A quantity of miscellaneous books (5 shelves)
505.M - 13 vintage pulp magazines "Horror Stories" , 1 x 1935, 6 x 1936, 6 x
1937..
506.M - 15 vintage pulp magazines "Terror Tales". 1 x 1934, 4 x 1935, 4 x
1936, 6 x 1937.
507.M - 12 vintage pulp magazines "Golden Fleece" x 2, 1938 1939, and
"Weird Tales" 3 x 1938, 6 x 1939", and "Pirate stories" x 1 1935 ...
508.M - 18 vintage pulp magazines "Dime Mystery" . 6 x 1937, 4 x 1938, 8 x
1939..
509.M - A quantity of hardback books mostly relating to aviation & railways
(contents of 1 Shelf)
510.M - A collection of stalking magazine and a quantity of decorative
chinaware and ornaments etc
511.M - A vintage pine box, a cast iron sign, a quantity of decorative ceramic
ornaments and the quantity of cottage ornaments etc (3 shelves)
512.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative animal ornaments (2
shelves)
513.V - A quantity of miscellaneous books (one shelf)
514.M - Two large ceramic wash bowls
515.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames (2 shelves)
516.M - A large quantity of misc hardback books (5 shelves)
517.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous hardback books (5 shelves)
518.M - A quantity of miscellaneous books on cricket (1 shelf)
519.M - A quantity of miscellaneous books and maps etc (4 shelves)
520.M - A quantity of decorative Russian dolls (1 shelf)
521.M - A quantity of decorative ceramic owl ornaments (3 shelves)
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522.M - A quantity of misc decorative glassware (3 shelves)
523.M - A blue floral decorated Royal Doulton 3 divisional dish and a
quantity of misc decorative chinaware and a box of vintage "Radio
Times" magazines (2 shelves)
524.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware, ornaments and
sundries (three shelves)
525.M - Large quantity of misc ceramic figures, ornamental beakers and
decorative chinaware etc (4 shelves)
526.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative silver-plated ware (1 shelf)
527.M - Quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware (3 shelves)
528.M - A carved hardwood folding tables, a pair of maracas and various
ornaments and books etc (1 shelf)
529.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative stoneware jars, flagons and
barrels etc
530.M - A quantity of misc blue and white dinnerware (two shelves)
531.M - Blank lot
532.M - Blank lot
533.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware and ornaments (3
shelves)
534.M - A quantity of misc wooden cased clocks
535.M - Two decorative wall clocks
536.M - A vintage walnut taste Ferguson tabletop radiogram
537.M - A vintage Beomaster 1000 radio receiver/tuner, a vintage record
playing deck and 2 vintage portable radios
538.M - An unusual vintage shop till
539.M - 1 box of used betamax video cassettes & 1 box of used VHS video
cassettes
540.M - A vintage Ray Jefferson Telescan 480 Echo sounder and a
Euromarine video hydrograph
541.M - A vintage Sanyo vtc 5000 Betamax video recorder and 2 boxes of
Betamax cassettes
542.M - 2 vintage stereo radio 8 track car radio cassettes
543.M - 2 vintage car stereo 8: radio/8 track cassette players by Lucas audio
& kyoto
544.M - A vintage Akai 8 track stereo CR81D cartridge recorder
545.M - A vintage Sharp solid state stereo 8 recorder
546.M - Three vintage car stereo 8: radio/8 track cassette players by Sanyo,
Radiomobile ect
547.M - A quantity of miscellaneous a vintage car radio 8 track cassette
players, not known if working
548.M - A vintage sharp solid state stereo 8 recorder
549.M - Vintage Akai 8 track stereo CR-80D cartridge recorder
550.M - Four boxes of 8 track stereo cartridges
551.M - A vintage Akai x1800SD reel-to-reel tape recorder with integrated 8
track cassette player
552.M - A quantity of 8 track stereo cartridges
553.M - A Rollei P 84 T film projector
554.M - Two boxes of LP records
555.M - Two boxes of LP records
556.M - Two boxes of LP records
557.M - Two boxes of LP records
558.M - Two boxes of LP records
559.M - Two boxes of LP records
560.M - Three boxes of LP records
561.M - A reproduction HMV horn gramophone
562.M - 3 old film posters, Casablanca, Betty Blue, Dance with a Stranger.
563.M - 3 large gilt framed floral prints and two other small pictures
564.M - Two miniature Steiff teddy bears and a miniature Steiff teddy bear in
a rowing boat "Lorelay no. 01205"with box and Steiff carry bag
565.M - A Steiff "Blackjack" teddy bear no. 00582 with certificate, box and
carry bag
566.M - A Steiff blonde decade teddy bear number 00955 with certificate,
box and carry bag
567.M - A Steiff black teddy bear "Dominic" no. 00975 with box, certificate
and carry bag
568.M - A quantity of teddy bear collecting books
569.M - A Steiff white teddy bear no. 02290 with box and carry bag
570.M - A small collection of miscellaneous miniature collectible teddy bears
with some boxes
571.M - An old vintage teddy bear and similar rabbit
572.M - A collection of 9 miscellaneous collectible teddy bears
573.M - A Steiff golly girl and golly boy, numbers 00148 and 00370 each
with box and one carry bag
574.M - A Steiff set Molly Golli & Peg with certificate, box and carry bag and
a small golly
575.M - 3 small Steiff bears with boxes and carry bags
576.M - A Steiff blonde teddy bear 1902 to 2002 number 012677 with
certificate and box
577.M - A Steiff white teddy bear number 03016 with certificate, box and
carry bag
578.M - A Steiff "Panda bear" number 00076 with certificate, box and carry
bag
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579.M - A collection of 6 various modern/vintage Steiff teddy bears and 2
£60-£120
Steiff rabbits, no certificates or boxes with this lot
580.M - A 1960s vintage elna electric sewing machine with a sewing box
£10-£20
and sewing aids
581.M - A child's vintage Singer lockstitch electric sewing machine
£20-£30
582.M - A child's vintage Singer chainstitch electric sewing machine
£20-£30
583.M - A vintage Singer featherweight electric portable sewing machine
£100-£400
with carry case and attachments
584.M - A vintage Singer electric sewing machine in a wooden carry case
£30-£50
585.M - A vintage Singer featherweight portable electric sewing machine
£100-£400
with carry case and attachments
586.M - A decorative antique hand cranked sewing machine by Willcox and £50-£70
Gibbs with a wooden carry case
587.M - A decorative antique hand cranked sewing machine "The Nelson"
£30-£50
by the American sewing machine company with a wooden carry case
588.M - A small decorative antique hand cranked sewing machine
£30-£50
"Acenoria" by the Franklin sewing machine company
589.M - A miniature decorative antique hand cranked sewing machine
£20-£50
590.M - Antique singer hand cranked child's sewing machine
£20-£40
591.M - Antique singer hand cranked child's sewing machine
£20-£40
592.M - An antique singer hand crank child's sewing machine in original box £20-£40
593.M - A small antique hand crank sewing machine with a wooden carrying £30-£50
box
594.M - A small decorative antique hand crank sewing machine by Weir in a £30-£50
wooden carrying case
595.M - A small child's vintage sewing machine "The Vulcan"
£20-£50
596.M - A decorative antique hand cranked Singer sewing machine with a
£10-£30
fiddle base, no cover
597.M - A vintage singer electric sewing machine with a wooden carrying
£10-£20
case
598.M - Blank lot
599.M - Blank lot
600.M - Blank lot
601.M - Blank lot
602.M - Blank lot
603.M - Two framed prints of City scenes
£10-£20
604.M - A framed print of a square rigger at sea
£10-£20
605.M - A pair of gilt framed rural prints with cattle and sheep
£10-£20
606.M - 2 gilt framed armorial pictures
£10-£20
607.M - A large gilt framed black and white print of Ladies idle hours
£10-£20
608.M - A large coloured print of a lady in an ornate frame and a black and
£60-£80
white print in a gilt frame "a visit to grandfather"
609.M - A framed map and three framed pictures
£10-£20
610.M - A framed mirror with a decorative glass
£10-£20
611.M - A small decorative Navajo tribal mat
£20-£30
612.M - A framed signed print of caricature dogs
£10-£20
613.M - A large framed print of a river scene
£10-£20
614.M - A frame decorative wall mirror "fairy soap"
£5-£10
615.M - A framed coloured rural print
£10-£20
616.M - A large gilt framed rectangular bevelled wall mirror
£20-£30
617.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
£10-£20
618.M - A quantity of Indian tree pattern dinner and tea ware and a quantity £10-£20
of Japanese bird patterned ornaments
619.M - A quantity of various floral encrusted small ornamental posies, tea
£20-£40
pots and pots etc
620.M - A multi-coloured floral patterned Minton part breakfast and dinner
£40-£60
service "Haddon Hall"
621.M - 8 quality glass decanters and 6 quality glass vases
£20-£50
622.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative Wedgwood Jasperware
£10-£20
ornaments and pots etc
623.M - Three decorative ceramic Honey Pots
£10-£20
624.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous decorative brass figure bells and
£10-£20
miscellaneous candlesticks and other brass ware
625.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative floral patterned mainly
£20-£40
Minton and Aynsley vases pots and tea ware etc
626.M - A quantity of decorative Cottage ware including teapots, jam pots
£10-£20
and jugs etc
627.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative glass vases, bells, miniature £10-£20
ornaments and drinking glasses etc
628.M - A blue and white pictorial decorated part Royal Crown Derby
£30-£60
breakfast and tea service
629.M - A small collection of decorative miniature dolls
£10-£20
630.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative blue and white Delft and
£20-£30
other similar Dutch ware
631.M - A decorative wooden sewing box with a lift lid, an inlaid tea caddy
£10-£30
with liners and a quantity of miscellaneous decorative wooden
ornaments and wood ware etc
632.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative coloured glassware
£20-£40
including; tall vases, Vaseline vases and small animal ornaments etc
633.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative ceramic animal ornaments
£10-£20
634.M - A quantity of miscellaneous floral patterned Radford and other
£20-£30
similar jugs, plates and ornaments etc

635.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative ceramic Swan ornaments
636.M - 6 Royal Doulton lady figurines; Lynne, Fair Lady, Coralie, Kate, Top
O the hill and Fragrance.
637.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative Masons ware, Carlton ware,
Royal Doulton jugs and similar decorative ornaments
638.M - An ornate opaque glass and copper coloured over table hanging
light
639.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative mugs, beakers and tea ware
etc
640.M - A murano glass clown, a murano glass bird and three decorative
murano glass vases
641.M - 15 Royal Doulton and Royal Worcester small lady figurines; Wendy,
Babie, Linda, Monica, Katie, Bo-peep, Penny, Lavinia, Amanda, Belle,
Cissie, Rose, Peggy, Bunny and Dinky do.
642.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative blue and white chinaware
643.M - 12 miscellaneous decorative murano glass baskets
644.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative miniature China ornaments
etc
645.M - 28 miscellaneous decorative glass paperweights
646.M - 7 decorative murano glass fish
647.M - A collection of 24 Royal Crown Derby multi-coloured ceramic
paperweights and a collector's book
648.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative chinaware and ornaments
649.M - 23 commemorative wall plates
650.M - A 17 piece Beswick pig band with a cat singer
651.M - A collection of a decorative seashells and small minerals etc
652.M - A small quantity of floral decorated pomanders and small pots etc
653.M - 8 very ornate quality glass decanters
654.M - Collection of 23 Decorative collectors wall plates
655.M - A quantity of misc costume jewellery and trinkets
656.M - 3 miniature ships in bottles
657.M - A vintage Epsilon folding bellows camera with a later carry case
658.M - A pair of miniature Staffordshire style spaniels
659.M - A small collection of miscellaneous decorative ceramic silver and
other metal ware thimbles
660.M - A set of 22 small leather bound volumes by Rudyard Kipling
661.M - 4 decorative Staffordshire flatback style figures
662.M - A 9 carat gold chain link necklace approx 22.5 grams
663.M - A ladies engraved silver cased pocket watch
664.M - A 1918 gold sovereign
665.M - A quantity of misc pocket watches and wrist watches etc
666.M - A silver pen knife with mother of pearl case, 5 various cigarette
lighters and a small travelling clock
667.M - Two silver teaspoons and a quantity of misc silver and other
jewellery and metal ware etc
668.M - A small quantity are miscellaneous gold and other yellow metalware
jewellery, clips and fittings etc
669.M - Blank lot
670.M - Blank lot
671.M - Blank lot
672.M - A first edition hardback copy of the Money Moon by Jeffery Farnol, a
first edition hardback copy of the Broad Highway by Jeffery Farnol and a
first edition hardback copy of The Honourable Mr Tawnish by Jeffery
farnol
673.M - A hardback copy of the works of Oscar Wilde, a hardback copy the
Empire Youth Annual and a hard backed copy of Pearson's Magazine
674.M - A small hard backed first edition of "The Early History of Coffee
Houses in England by Edward Forbes Robinson signed by the author,
dated 1893
675.M - A small collection of interesting early hardback books
676.M - A small collection of miscellaneous stamps and albums
677.M - A collection of miscellaneous unframed paintings, prints and silk
embroidery etc
678.M - A tall brass oil lamp with glass reservoir and a small quantity of misc
decorative brass ware, silver-plated ware and other ornaments etc
679.M - A small collection of ltd press 50 pence pieces/ £2 coins and other
coins
680.M - 10 boxed sets of modern commemorative coins 1970 to 1977
681.M - 8 modern commemorative coins including 3 silver proof 1977
Jubilee boxed crowns with certs.
682.M - 8 sets of modern commemorative coins 1970 to 1977
683.M - A quantity of misc coins
684.M - A large ginger cat ornament "Marmaduke" and a quantity of small
Beswick cat ornaments and other small animal and bird ornaments etc
685.M - A large quantity of miscellaneous decorative and commemorative
wall plates etc.
686.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative teapots, Toby Jugs and
Jardiniers etc
687.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative silver-plated ware and
cutlery and Glass cutlery
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£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£30
£5-£20
£10-£30
£20-£40
£30-£60
£20-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£60
£10-£20
£10-£20
£50-£80
£20-£30
£10-£20
£20-£50
£10-£20
£10-£20
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£10-£30
£160-£200
£40-£60
£170-£200
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£40
£100-£150

£60-£100

£40-£60
£100-£200
£30-£40
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£15-£20
£10-£20
£30-£40
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£30
£10-£20
£10-£20
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688.M - A quantity of miscellaneous decorative and collectible memorabilia
including; a small telescope, various prints, decorative tins, small toys,
pens, magnifying glass, stamps and interesting pamphlets
689.M - A qty. of miscellaneous lace works, household linens and fabrics
etc.
690.M - Blank lot
691.M - Blank lot
692.M - a red and gold traditional patterned Kashmir carpet 300cm x 200cm
693.M - A gold ground floral patterned traditional medallion design Kashmir
carpet 300cm x 200cm
694.M - A red ground traditional medallion design Kashmir carpet 300 cm x
200cm
695.M - A multi-coloured traditional floral patterned medallion patterned
kashmir carpet 330cm x 240cm
696.M - A black ground floral patterned rectangular rug
697.M - A green ground a floral patterned rectangular rug
698.M - A black ground a floral patterned rectangular rug
699.M - A red and black ground kazakh rug 122cm by 115cm
700.M - 1 Baluchi rug approx 183cm x 105cm
701.M - A red and ground traditional patterned Kashmir carpet 240cm x
160cm
702.M - A gold ground traditional design Kashmir carpet 240cm x 160cm
703.M - A gold ground traditional design Kashmir carpet 170cm x 120cm
704.M - A red ground meshwani runner 273 cm by 62 cm
705.M - A red round meshwani runner 250 cm by 62cm
706.M - A red ground suzni kilim runner 250 cm by 70cm
707.M - A red ground baluchi rug 130 cm by 93 cm
708.M - Blank lot
709.M - Blank lot
710.M - Blank lot
711.M - 7 miscellaneous reproduction barometers
712.M - Victorian mahogany rectangular top console table with two scroll
supports and a marble top
713.M - A gilt framed Empire Style convex wall mirror
714.M - A large wooden framed wall mirrors
715.M - Large rectangular bevelled wall mirror in an ornate gilt frame
716.M - A large black and white framed prints of a three masted sailing ship
717.M - A dark oak mirror back sideboard with drawers and cupboards
under
718.M - Mahogany cased Viennese regulator with a brass mounted base
and Pendulum
719.M - A rectangular wall mirror in a wooden frame
720.M - A pine door with a leaded a glazed panel
721.M - A dark oak floor standing display cabinet with two glazed doors and
two panelled doors under
722.M - A dark mahogany floor standing display cabinet with 2 glazed doors
enclosing lined shelves
723.M - Reproduction carved oak cabinet with glazed doors above and five
panel doors below
724.M - An oak mirrored back sideboard with two leaded glazed doors
above two drawers and two panel doors below
725.M - Reproduction mahogany bow front cabinet with three glass doors
above, 3 drawers and 3 Doors below
726.M - A reproduction mahogany cabinet with three glazed doors and
drawers and cupboards
727.M - A dark wood open fronted dresser with two shelves above 3
drawers and 3 Doors below
728.M - A reproduction Victorian style black and brass single headboard
729.M - 2 narrow bays of vintage ladderax shelving
730.M - Set of 5 vintage folding wooden garden chairs
731.M - A small wall cabinet with mirrored doors, a small rectangular topped
stool and a wall cabinet with wooden doors
732.M - An early Victorian pine country house large kitchen / serving table
with original lift off reversible thick top, three drawers with turned knobs,
on turned tapered legs, approx 2.48m x 87cm.
733.M - A Victorian mahogany rectangular top writing table with a leather
surface 3 drawers on turned and fluted legs
734.M - Reproduction mahogany two drawer filing cabinet with a leather top
735.M - White painted storage box with a lift lid
736.M - Two white ceramic jardiniere with stands, 2 white wrought iron
jardiniere stands, a brass fire hood and various other small items
furniture
737.M - An oak open fronted dresser top and a pine open fronted dresser
top
738.M - A dark wood rectangular topped extending kitchen table
739.M - A Smith Corona Coronet vintage portable electric typewriter with
carrying case
740.M - An oak floor standing corner cabinet, two high kitchen stools, a drop
leaf oak table and various items of small furniture etc.
741.M - 4 Ercol high backed dining chairs, an ercol light wood table
extension and a Ercol farmhouse type table

£10-£30
£10-£20

£180-£220
£180-£220
£180-£220
£220-£280
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£40-£60
£60-£90
£140-£180
£140-£180
£100-£140
£40-£60
£40-£60
£40-£60
£30-£50

£5-£10
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£30
£20-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£80-£100
£5-£10
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£50
£10-£40
£30-£60
£20-£40
£20-£30
£10-£30
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£5-£10
£300-£400
£30-£50
£10-£20
£5-£10
£5-£10
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
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742.M - Reproduction nest of 3 coffee tables and a small drop leaf coffee
£5-£10
table
743.M - 4 small circular top tables, a small tub chair, a small stool and
£10-£20
various picture frames
744.M - A carved oak hall/telephone seat
£10-£20
745.M - Vintage teak bureau with two fall fronts and two cupboards under
£5-£10
746.M - A reproduction floor standing corner cabinet with two glazed doors
£10-£20
above and two doors below
747.M - A set of four Edwardian spindle back bedroom chairs with
£5-£10
upholstered seats
748.M - A turned mahogany billiard cue stand
£5-£10
749.M - A rectangular topped mahogany drop leaf tea table
£10-£20
750.M - A brass inlaid and carved hardwood circular topped pedestal table
£10-£30
with tripod base and a nest of three dark oak coffee tables
751.M - A large dark wood rectangular top kitchen table square tapered legs £10-£20
752.M - A quantity of miscellaneous pictures and frames
£5-£10
753.M - A pair of reproduction mahogany open fronted floor-standing
£20-£40
bookcases with adjustable shelves
754.M - A Singer treadle sewing machine in an oak cabinet
£5-£10
755.M - A large mahogany headboard from a tester bed with twisted
£30-£50
columns
756.M - A very ornate green mottled marble fireplace surround with
£150-£200
mantelpiece and blank marble insert.
757.M - A small Edwardian mahogany wall hanging cabinet with a mirrored
£5-£10
door
758.M - An Edwardian mahogany dining chair
£10-£20
759.M - A pair of mahogany Chippendale style dining chairs with
£5-£15
upholstered lift out seats
760.M - 2 mahogany Edwardian dining chairs with tapestry seats
£5-£10
761.M - Set of six Edwardian carved oak dining chairs with upholstered
£10-£30
seats and backs
762.M - An oak circular coffee table and a carved hardwood rectangular
£10-£20
occasional table
763.M - Two inlaid mahogany folding cake stands
£20-£40
764.M - A reproduction mahogany twin pedestal extending dining table
£20-£40
765.M - A set of 6 reproduction carved mahogany Regency style dining
£20-£50
chairs with upholstered seats
766.M - A quality Edwardian walnut topped circular drop leaf Sutherland
£30-£60
table on Twisted legs
767.M - A reproduction nest of three coffee tables, a small low coffee table
£10-£20
and a small table with a map top
768.M - An open fronted Oak bookcase and a black torchere
£5-£10
769.M - Two Edwardian mahogany tub chairs
£10-£20
770.M - A pair of Edwardian Oak Carver chairs with upholstered seats
£10-£20
771.M - Two child's basketwork chairs and two cane top stools
£10-£20
772.M - A circular topped mahogany torchere, a pair of inlaid mahogany
£10-£30
circular topped tables, an octagonal topped oak table and twisted lamp
standard
773.M - A dark mahogany display cabinet with two glazed doors
£5-£15
774.M - A mahogany floor standing corner cabinet with a glazed door
£20-£40
enclosing shelves and a panelled door under
775.M - A reproduction inverted floor standing corner cabinet with to glazed £20-£30
doors and 2 panel doors below
776.M - A reproduction dark mahogany floor standing corner cabinet with a
£10-£30
glazed door above and panelled door below
777.M - Two painted and decorated floor standing cabinets, a similar
£20-£50
bedside cabinet, a painted and decorated milk churn, two painted and
decorated circular topped tables, a similar blanket box with a lift lid and
a similar painted and decorated stick back chair
778.M - A Victorian mahogany elbow chair with an upholstered seat and
£10-£20
back converted to a rocking chair
779.M - A large mahogany extending dining table
£5-£20
780.M - A list of three Edwardian inlaid mahogany coffee tables
£10-£20
781.M - An Edwardian marquetry inlaid mahogany 9-piece salon suite
£150-£250
comprising; a two-seater settee, two matching armchairs, a set of four
dining chairs and 2 nursing chairs
782.M - A mahogany Serpentine front sideboard with two central drawers
£20-£40
and two side cupboards
783.M - A small rectangular topped Oak stool
£10-£20
784.M - A brass desk light with a green glass shade
£5-£10
785.M - An Edwardian mahogany mirrored back sideboard with 2 drawers
£10-£20
and 2 doors
786.M - A reproduction dark oak court cupboard with drawers and doors
£10-£30
787.M - A reproduction mahogany floor standing corner cabinet with an
£20-£40
astral glazed door and panelled door under
788.M - A reproduction mahogany bedroom chest of 2 Short and 5 long
£20-£40
graduated drawers with drop handle
789.M - A Victorian mahogany chest of two short and three long drawers
£20-£50
with turned knobs
790.M - A 19th Century mahogany bow front chest of two short and three
£30-£50
long graduated drawers with cock beading and oval brass drop handles
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791.M - An Edwardian mahogany cabinet with a mirrored back, a small
drawer and two glass doors below
792.M - An Edwardian mahogany bedroom chest of 2 short and 2 long
drawers

£10-£20
£20-£40

Day 1 Rostrum 2 Commencing at 10.00am
Office Furniture & Catering
1001.M - 1 cream stools & 1 hat / coat stand
1002.M - 4 white stools
1003.M - 4 stools - 2 x white & 2 x cream
1004.M - 4 white stools
1005.M - 6 cream upholstered button back chairs with metal frames - please
note 1 has a small rip in the back
1006.V - 1 small metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1007.M - 1 white metal 2 drawer filing cabinet & 1 pedestal
1008.M - 2 white metal 2 drawer filing cabinets
1009.M - 2 white metal 2 drawer filing cabinets
1010.M - 2 white metal 2 drawer filing cabinets
1011.V - 1 fire resisting 2 drawer filing cabinet by Sentry with 2 keys
1012.M - 1 dark wood effect corner shelf unit
1013.M - 1 wood effect mobile circular table
1014.V - 1 grey computer cabinet
1015.V - 4 wood effect rectangular office tables
1016.V - 2 wood effect single pedestal desks
1017.V - 2 wood effect rectangular office tables
1018.V - A folding exhibition type display stand - please note some of the
hinge pins require attention
1019.M - 6 white stools
1020.M - 7 grey stools
1021.M - 5 blue stools
1022.V - 1 grey metal shuter front cabinet
1023.V - 1 grey metal shuter front cabinet
1024.V - 1 grey metal shuter front cabinet
1025.V - 1 grey metal shuter front cabinet
1026.V - 2 grey metal shuter front cabinets
1027.V - 2 grey metal shuter front cabinets
1028.V - 2 grey metal shuter front cabinets
1029.V - 2 grey metal shuter front cabinets
1030.V - 1 dark grey metal shutter front cabinet
1031.V - 1 dark grey metal shutter front cabinet
1032.M - 1 wood effect 2 door shutter front cabinet with silver doors
1033.V - 1 wood effect 2 door shutter front cabinet
1034.V - 1 shutter front cabinet by Bisley
1035.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6 foot 6 inch by 3 foot
1036.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6 foot by 3 foot
1037.V - 1 grey metal two door storage cabinet with fold back blue doors
1038.M - 1 small wooden effect cabinet with 2 doors above and shelf below
1039.M - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1040.M - 2 wood effect open front shelf units
1041.M - 1 tall wood effect open front shelf unit
1042.M - 2 wood effect open front shelf units - 1 tall and 1 lower
1043.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Steelcase
1044.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Steelcase
1045.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Steelcase
1046.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Steelcase
1047.V - 1 light brown metal 2 door storage cabinet with sloping top
1048.V - 1 light brown metal 2 door storage cabinet with sloping top
1049.V - 1 light brown metal 2 door storage cabinet with sloping top
1050.V - 1 light brown metal 2 door storage cabinet with sloping top
1051.M - 6 light coloured stools
1052.M - 7 light coloured stools
1053.M - 5 light coloured stools
1054.V - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet by Roneo
1055.V - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet by Roneo
1056.V - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet by Roneo
1057.V - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet by Roneo
1058.V - 2 grey metal shutter front cabinets by Roneo
1059.V - 2 grey metal shutter front cabinets by Roneo
1060.V - 2 grey metal shutter front cabinets by Roneo
1061.V - 2 grey metal shutter front cabinets by Roneo
1062.V - 2 grey metal shutter front cabinets by Roneo
1063.V - 2 grey metal shutter front cabinets by Roneo
1064.M - 1 wood effect pedestal
1065.M - 1 metal gun cabinet with keys
1066.V - 1 Brown metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft
1067.V - 1 Brown metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft 6 inch by 3ft
1068.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft
1069.M - 2 low shutter front cabinets with wood effect tops
1070.V - 1 grey wood effect 4 drawer filing cabinet

£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£15-£30
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£10-£20
£5-£20
£15-£30
£20-£40
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£5-£15
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£10-£20

1071.M - 2 metal 4 drawer filing cabinets - please note these cabinets do not
have an anti tilt mechanism
1072.V - Blank
1073.M - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1074.V - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1075.V - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1076.V - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1077.V - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1078.V - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1079.V - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1080.V - 2 metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
1081.V - 2 metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
1082.V - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1083.V - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1084.V - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1085.V - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1086.V - 1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1087.V - 1 dark grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1088.M - 1 light grey metal four drawer filing cabinet with locking front bar supplied with 1 key
1089.M - 1 light grey metal four drawer filing cabinet with locking front bar supplied with 1 key
1090.M - 1 light grey metal four drawer filing cabinet with locking front bar supplied with 1 key
1091.M - A quantity of various office swivel chairs including 1 Herman Miller
Mirra chair
1092.V - 1 open front shelf unit
1093.V - 1 open front shelf unit
1094.V - 1 open front shelf unit
1095.V - 3 open front shelf units - 1 x grey & 2 x wood effect
1096.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1097.M - 1 light coloured tall shelf unit and 1 low wood effect shelf unit
1098.M - 1 low wood effect / grey shelf unit
1099.V - 2 low wood effect open front shelf units
1100.V - 1 wood effect open Front shelf unit
1101.V - 1 wood effect open Front shelf unit
1102.V - 1 light wood effect open Front shelf unit
1103.V - 1 light wood effect open Front shelf unit
1104.V - 1 wood effect open Front shelf unit
1105.V - 1 wood effect cabinet with shelf above and 2 doors below
1106.V - 2 wood effect open Front shelf units
1107.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1108.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1109.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1110.V - 1 wood effect open front shelf unit
1111.V - 3 various low wood effect open front shelf units
1112.V - 1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
1113.V - 1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
1114.V - 3 various low wood effect open front shelf units
1115.V - 1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
1116.V - 1 wood effect 3 drawer filing cabinet
1117.V - 1 wood effect / silver shutter front cabinet
1118.V - 2 low wood effect two door cabinets
1119.V - 2 low wood effect two door cabinets
1120.V - 2 low wood effect two door storage cabinets
1121.V - 2 low wood effect two door storage cabinets
1122.V - Two green upholstered reception chairs
1123.V - 2 grey metal shutter front cabinets with wood effect tops by Roneo
1124.M - 1 tall wood effect two door storage cabinet
1125.V - 1 wood effect two door storage cabinet
1126.V - 1 wood effect lateral two drawer filing cabinet
1127.V - 1 wood effect 4 drawer filing cabinet (narrow handles) - please note
that the lock is missing
1128.V - 1 wood effect 4 drawer filing cabinet (wide handles) - please note
that the lock is missing
1129.V - 1 grey shutter front storage cabinet
1130.V - 1 wood effect two door storage cabinet
1131.V - 1 wood effect two door storage cabinet
1132.V - 1 wood effect two door storage cabinet
1133.V - 1 black metal multi store cabinet by Twinlock - comprising 3
drawers, 1 shelf with fold down front and 1 shelf with fold in front
1134.V - 1 black metal multi store cabinet by Twinlock - comprising 3
drawers, 1 shelf with fold down front and 1 shelf with fold in front please note that one of the fold down front brackets requires attention
1135.V - 1 black metal multi store cabinet by Twinlock - comprising 3
drawers, 1 shelf with fold down front and 1 shelf with fold in front
1136.V - 1 black metal multi store cabinet by Twinlock - comprising 3
drawers, 1 shelf with fold down front and 1 shelf with fold in front
1137.V - 1 tall wood effect two door storage cabinet
1138.V - 1 tall light wood effect two door storage cabinet
1139.M - 1 wall mounted hinged double flip chart frame by Legamaster
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£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£70
£10-£20
£10-£20
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£15-£30
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£40-£60
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£20-£40
£40-£70
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
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1140.V - 1 small metal 4 drawer filing cabinet (3 drawers are the same size
and bottom drawer is deeper)
1141.V - 1 tall wood effect two door storage cabinet by Morris
1142.V - 1 tall wood effect two door storage cabinet by Morris
1143.V - 1 tall wood effect two door storage cabinet by Morris
1144.V - 1 tall wood effect two door storage cabinet by Morris
1145.V - 1 dark grey metal shutter front cabinet
1146.V - 1 dark grey metal shutter front cabinet
1147.V - 1 dark grey metal shutter front cabinet
1148.V - A 10 drawer grey metal index type cabinet by Bisley
1149.V - 1 small grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet (3 drawers are the same
size and the bottom drawer is deeper)
1150.V - 6 plastic / metal designer style chairs - blue
1151.V - 6 plastic / metal designer style chairs - avocado green
1152.V - 1 light green metal six person personnel locker with post slot doors
and supplied with all keys
1153.V - 1 light green metal six person personnel locker with post slot doors
and supplied with all keys
1154.V - 1 grey metal six person personnel locker with post slot doors and
supplied with all keys
1155.V - 1 grey metal six person personnel locker with post slot doors and
supplied with all keys
1156.V - 1 grey metal six person personnel locker with post slot doors and
supplied with all keys - please note one of the plastic handles is cracked
1157.V - 1 grey metal six person personnel locker with post slot doors and
supplied with all keys
1158.V - 1 light blue blue metal six person personnel locker with post slot
doors and supplied with all keys
1159.V - 1 light blue blue metal six person personnel locker with post slot
doors and supplied with all keys
1160.V - 1 light blue blue metal six person personnel locker, supplied with all
keys
1161.M - 1 wood effect corner workstation with NO PEDESTAL
1162.V - One wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1163.V - 1 grey corner workstation with 1 under worktop pedestal
1164.V - 1 wood effect wavefront office table with 1 under worktop pedestal
1165.V - 1 wave front table and 1 underwork top pedestal
1166.V - 1 wave front table and 1 underwork top pedestal
1167.M - 1 wood effect rectangular office table
1168.V - Blank
1169.V - 1 wood effect square table with manual adjustable height top
1170.V - 1 wood effect square table with manual adjustable height top
1171.V - 1 wood effect square table with manual adjustable height top
1172.V - 1 modern style bent wood stool
1173.V - 1 small wood effect table & 3 hat / coat stands
1174.V - 2 wood effect circular tables
1175.V - 2 cantilever chairs by Steelcase
1176.V - 1 red upholstered office swivel chair
1177.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1178.V - 1 green upholstered office swivel chair
1179.V - 1 black upholstered high back office swivel chair
1180.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair
1181.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair - armless
1182.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with head rest
1183.M - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair with head rest
1184.V - 1 black upholstered high back office swivel chair
1185.V - 1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
1186.M - 1 office swivel chair by Herman Miller type Mirra
1187.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1188.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1189.V - 1 wood effect rectangular office table and 1 pedestal
1190.V - 1 wood effect circular table
1191.V - 4 chrome framed black upholstered stacking chairs and 3 other
stacking chairs
1192.V - 2 black upholstered cantilever chairs
1193.V - 4 black upholstered cantilever chairs
1194.V - 4 black upholstered cantilever chairs
1195.V - 4 black upholstered cantilever chairs
1196.V - 6 black upholstered cantilever chairs
1197.V - 6 black upholstered cantilever chairs
1198.V - 1 black upholstered operators stool
1199.V - 1 black upholstered operators stool
1200.V - 1 black upholstered operators stool
1201.V - 3 hat / coat stands
1202.M - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1203.M - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1204.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1205.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1206.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1207.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1208.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1209.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal

£20-£40
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
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£60-£100
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
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£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£80
£40-£80
£40-£80
£60-£120
£60-£120
£15-£30
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£40-£70
£40-£70
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80
£50-£80

1210.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1211.V - 1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1212.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig & Neurath
1213.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig & Neurath
1214.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig & Neurath
1215.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig & Neurath
1216.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig & Neurath
1217.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig & Neurath
1218.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig & Neurath
1219.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig & Neurath
1220.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig & Neurath
1221.V - 1 black upholstered office swivel chair by Konig & Neurath
1222.V - 4 burgundy upholstered reception seats
1223.M - 8 Brown upholstered reception type seats
1224.V - A run of 2 bays (3 uprights) of grey metal semi boltless stores type
racking
1225.V - 1 bay of blue metal boltless stores type racking with chipboard
shelves approx 1.65m wide, 2. 1m high and 80cm deep
1226.V - 1 bay of blue metal boltless stores type racking with chipboard
shelves approx 1.65m wide, 2. 1m high and 80cm deep
1227.V - A run of 6 bays (7 uprights) of blue metal boltless stores type racking
with chipboard shelves each bay approx 1.65m wide, 2. 1m high and
80cm deep
1228.V - 2 free standing bays (4 uprights) of blue metal boltless stores type
racking with chipboard shelves each bay approx 1.85m wide, 2.06m
high & 60cm deep
1229.V - A run of 3 bays (4 uprights) of blue metal boltless stores type racking
with chipboard shelves each bay approx 1.85m wide, 2.06m high &
60cm deep
1230.V - A run of 4 bays (5 uprights) of blue metal boltless stores type racking
with chipboard shelves each bay approx 1.85m wide, 2.06m high &
60cm deep
1231.V - 2 free standing bays (4 uprights) of blue metal boltless stores type
racking each bay approx 1.85m wide, 2.06m high & 60cm deep. Please
note that only one bay is supplied with chipboard shelves
1232.V - 1 designer style coat hanging rack - white with multi coloured balls
1233.V - 1 designer style coat hanging rack - white with red coloured balls
1234.V - 2 black upholstered operators stools
1235.V - 3 wood effect rectangular wheeled office tables with tipping tops
1236.V - 4 wood effect rectangular wheeled office tables with tipping tops
1237.V - A 4 section wood effect meeting room table comprising of 2 wheeled
rectangular tables with tipping tops and 2 wheeled semi circular tables
with tipping tops
1238.V - 2 wood effect rectangular wheeled office tables with tipping tops
1239.V - 1 low wood effect 3 door storage cabinet
1240.V - A 3 section wood effect meeting room table with black inlay
comprising of 1 wheeled rectangular table with tipping top and 2
wheeled semi circular tables with tipping tops
1241.V - A 3 section wood effect meeting room table with black inlay
comprising of 1 wheeled rectangular table with tipping top and 2
wheeled semi circular tables with tipping tops
1242.V - 8 red upholstered tub type chairs
1243.M - 2 reception type chairs - dark grey
1244.M - 2 reception type chairs
1245.M - 2 reception type chairs - light green
1246.V - 8 black upholstered chrome framed cantilever chairs
1247.V - 8 black upholstered chrome framed cantilever chairs
1248.V - 10 blue upholstered stacking chairs
1249.V - 18 blue upholstered stacking chairs
1250.V - 9 black upholstered chrome framed cantilever chairs
1251.M - 1 modern style office table
1252.V - 2 designer chairs by C Space
1253.M - 1 green / light grey student type designer chair by Steelcase type
Node with tripod base, adjustable work surface and caster wheels
(these chairs cost over £400 each)
1254.M - 1 green / light grey student type designer chair by Steelcase type
Node with tripod base, adjustable work surface and caster wheels
(these chairs cost over £400 each)
1255.V - 5 black upholstered cantilever chairs
1256.V - 2 brown upholstered tub type chairs
1257.V - 1 orange stripe upholstered sofa with 2 matching arm chairs
1258.V - 1 orange stripe upholstered sofa with 2 matching arm chairs
1259.V - 3 reception seats with a matching coffee table
1260.M - 1 Brown upholstered 3 person sofa
1261.M - 1 wide reception seat / bench
1262.V - 2 blue upholstered reception sofas
1263.V - 22 various bentwood stacking chairs
1264.V - 10 bent wood stacking chairs
1265.V - 10 bent wood stacking chairs
1266.V - 10 bent wood stacking chairs
1267.V - 6 dark bent wood stacking chairs
1268.V - 10 white plastic stacking chairs
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£50-£80
£50-£80
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
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1269.V - 10 plastic stacking chairs - 8 x white & 2 x red
1270.V - 4 plastic stacking chairs - 3 x white & 1 x green
1271.M - 2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1272.M - 2 blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1273.M - 4 various office swivel chairs
1274.M - 6 light weight metal stacking bistro type chairs
1275.V - 1 large live indoor plant in blue pot
1276.V - 1 large live indoor plant in blue pot
1277.V - 1 convex mirror
1278.M - A two person sofa with light coloured covers and 2 rose cushions
1279.V - 13 Brown cushions by Live Iconic - contents of 1 mesh basket which
is not included
1280.V - 13 Brown cushions by Live Iconic - contents of 1 mesh basket which
is not included
1281.V - 13 cushions by Live Iconic - contents of 1 mesh basket which is not
included
1282.V - 12 light brown cushions by Live Iconic - contents of 1 mesh basket
which is not included
1283.V - 12 light brown cushions by Live Iconic - contents of 1 mesh basket
which is not included
1284.V - 11 light brown cushions by Live Iconic - contents of 1 mesh basket
which is not included
1285.V - 18 various dark coloured cushions by Live Iconic - contents of 1
mesh basket which is not included
1286.V - 18 various dark coloured cushions by Live Iconic - contents of 1
mesh basket which is not included
1287.V - 17 various dark coloured cushions by Live Iconic - contents of 1
mesh basket which is not included
1288.V - 13 triangle pattern cushions by Live Iconic - contents of 1 mesh
basket which is not included
1289.V - 12 triangle pattern cushions by Live Iconic - contents of 1 mesh
basket which is not included
1290.V - 13 Green patterned cushions by Live Iconic - contents of 1 mesh
basket which is not included
1291.V - 12 triangle pattern cushions by Live Iconic - contents of 1 mesh
basket which is not included
1292.V - 12 triangle pattern cushions by Live Iconic - contents of 1 mesh
basket which is not included
1293.V - 12 triangle pattern cushions by Live Iconic - contents of 1 mesh
basket which is not included
1294.V - 15 grey patterned cushions by Live Iconic - contents of 1 mesh
basket which is not included
1295.V - 15 various dark coloured cushions by Live Iconic - contents of 1
mesh basket which is not included
1296.V - 15 various dark coloured cushions by Live Iconic - contents of 1
mesh basket which is not included
1297.V - 10 star pattern cushions by Live Iconic - contents of 1 mesh basket
which is not included
1298.V - 11 green patterned cushions by Live Iconic
1299.V - 10 green patterned cushions by Live Iconic
1300.V - 11 blue / white patterned cushions by Live Iconic
1301.V - 11 blue / white patterned cushions by Live Iconic
1302.M - 1 double bed frame with headboard but NO mattress - 6FT
1303.M - 1 double bed frame with headboard 4ft 6 inch - NO mattress
1304.M - One single bed with an Airsprung mattress
1305.M - 1 double divan bed with a Myers Sovereign mattress and 1 single
mattress
1306.M - 1 part roll of carpet, 80/20 woven, approx 3.95m x 3.35m
1307.M - 1 part roll of carpet, man-made loop pile, approx 4m x 3.85m
1308.V - 1 part roll of carpet - blue stone approx 3.5m x 4m
1309.V - 1 part roll of carpet - Epson mocha approx 1.8m x 4m
1310.V - 1 part roll of carpet - Sandstone approx 3.6m x 1.8m
1311.V - 1 part roll of carpet - shingle approx 1.85m x 4m
1312.V - 1 part roll of carpet - grey approx 2.35m x 5m
1313.V - 1 part roll of carpet - polyprop grey rib approx 4.7mx 4m
1314.V - 1 part roll of carpet - rivals sand approx 3mx 4m
1315.V - 1 part roll of carpet - Delta cord approx 10.5m x 2.05m
1316.V - 1 part roll of carpet - hospi twist rose approx 3.7mx 4m
1317.V - 1 part roll of carpet - jasmine approx 2.9m x 4m
1318.V - 1 part roll of carpet - economix 297 approx 4.4m x 4m
1319.V - 1 part roll of carpet - steel approx 3.4m x 4m
1320.V - 1 part roll of vinyl flooring - ultimate approx 3m x 4m
1321.V - 1 part roll of vinyl flooring - distressed oak approx 3.1m x 4m
1322.V - 1 part roll of vinyl flooring - tile effect approx 4.5m x 4m
1323.V - 1 part roll of vinyl flooring - starlight mosaic approx 3.1m x 3m
1324.V - 1 part roll of vinyl flooring - black / white squares approx 2.9mx 4m
1325.V - 1 part roll of vinyl flooring - viva 5782 approx 3.75m x 2.2m
1326.V - 1 part roll of carpet - Delta approx 4.9m x 4m
1327.V - 1 part roll of vinyl flooring - snake skin approx 3.90m x 4m
1328.V - 1 part roll of carpet - shingle approx 4.3mx 4m
1329.M - 1 part roll of carpet - dark, approx size unknown
1330.M - 1 part roll of carpet - dark purple, approx size unknown
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1331.M - 9 various part rolls of carpet
1332.M - A quantity of dark brown patterned carpet - approx size unknown
and stillage is not included
1333.M - 3 glass display cabinets - requiring attention (Trade)
1334.M - 2 glass display cabinets - requiring attention (Trade)
1335.M - A quantity of grey metal boltless stores type racking with metal
shelves - NO clips included
1336.V - Blank
1337.V - Blank
1338.V - Blank
1339.V - Blank
1340.V - Blank
1341.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type AF-22 -boxed / unused and no bioethanol
fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1342.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type AF-22 -boxed / unused and no bioethanol
fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1343.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type AF-22 -boxed / unused and no bioethanol
fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1344.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type AF-22 -boxed / unused and no bioethanol
fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1345.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Diamond S/S -boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1346.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Diamond S/S -boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1347.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Diamond Black -boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1348.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Diamond Black -boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1349.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Diamond Black -boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1350.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type AF-15 -boxed / unused and no bioethanol
fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1351.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type AF-15 -boxed / unused and no bioethanol
fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1352.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type AF-15 -boxed / unused and no bioethanol
fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1353.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type AF-15 -boxed / unused and no bioethanol
fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1354.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Dublin II -boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1355.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Dublin II -boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1356.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Dublin II -boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1357.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type White Arch -boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1358.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type TG-01B -boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1359.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type TG-01B -boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1360.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type TG-01B -boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1361.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type TG-01B -boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1362.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type TG-01B -boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1363.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type TG-01B -boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1364.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type TG-01B -boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1365.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type TG-01B -boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1366.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Milan - unused and no bioethanol fuel is
included. Please read instructions carefully before use / relighting
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1367.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Milan -boxed / unused and no bioethanol
fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1368.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Jersey II with black pebbles - boxed /
unused and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1369.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Jersey II with black pebbles - boxed /
unused and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1370.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Toulouse - unused and no bioethanol fuel
is included. Please read instructions carefully before use / relighting
1371.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Toulouse - boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1372.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Jersey - boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1373.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Jersey - boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1374.V - 1 bioethanol fireplace type Jersey - boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1375.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type Chelsea with grey pebbles - boxed /
unused and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1376.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type Sphere with white pebbles - boxed /
unused and no bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions
carefully before use / relighting
1377.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type Bude Black - boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1378.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type Bude White - boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1379.V - 2 bioethanol fireplaces type Bude White - boxed / unused and no
bioethanol fuel is included. Please read instructions carefully before use
/ relighting
1490.M - 1 round leaf design planter
1491.M - 2 square brick design planters
1492.M - 2 large sack design planters
1493.M - 1 concrete bench with 2 squirrel plinths & log effect top
1494.M - 1 concrete bench with 2 squirrel plinths & curved top
1495.M - 2 concrete garden two piece urns each with two handles
1496.M - 2 concrete garden two piece urns with leaf decoration on sides
1497.M - 2 concrete garden two piece urns each with two handles
1498.M - 2 large concrete garden sack shaped planters
1499.M - 2 large 2 piece urn planters
1500.M - 3 x concrete garden ornaments comprising of 1 lion mask, 1 small
cherub and 1 wall plaque
1501.M - 3 x concrete garden ornaments comprising of 1 lion mask, 2 small
cherubs
1502.M - 3 x concrete garden ornaments comprising of 1 lion mask, 1 small
cherub and 1 wall plaque
1503.M - 2 square 2 piece planters
1504.M - 2 large 2 handled, 2 piece urn planters
1505.M - 2 goblet shaped aztec design planters
1506.M - 1 x 2 piece staddle stone
1507.M - 1 x 2 piece staddle stone
1508.M - 2 small sack design planters
1509.M - 4 concrete garden ornaments comprising of, a lion, 2 cherubs & a
wall plaque
1510.M - 1 large clamshell style bird bath
1511.M - 1 traditional bird bath decorated with a rose
1512.M - 1 vineyard design bird bath
1513.M - 3 Concrete garden ornaments - elephant, mole and cat
1514.M - 1 concrete garden ornament - troll
1515.M - 1 concrete square plinth & 3 other round planters
1516.M - 5 small goblet shaped planters
1517.M - 4 garden ornaments, a toby jug style birdbath, a gnome holding 2
bucket planters, a boot & a metal ornamental water pump
1518.M - a large quantity of garden pots
1519.M - 2 large pots with a swirl design on the rim
1520.M - 2 large terracotta planters
1521.V - A large Picnic type table with built in benches
1522.V - A large Picnic type table with built in benches
1523.V - A large Picnic type table with built in benches
1524.V - A large Picnic type table with built in benches
1525.V - A large Picnic type table with built in benches
1526.M - 1 large wooden garden table & 6 matching chairs
1527.M - 8 folding wooden garden chairs
1528.M - 1 metal garden set comprising of a round table & 4 matching chairs
1529.V - 4 round metal effect cafe type tables
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1530.V - 4 round metal effect cafe type tables
£10-£20
1531.V - 2 round metal effect cafe type tables & 7 matching chairs
£25-£50
1532.V - 2 round metal effect cafe type tables & 6 matching chairs
£25-£50
1533.V - 2 round metal effect cafe type tables & 6 matching chairs
£25-£50
1534.V - 4 square metal effect cafe type tables
£10-£20
1535.M - 6 white sun loungers with no cushions
£10-£20
1536.V - 1 twin axle exhibition trailer by Lynton showman with lift and drop £1200-£1500
front, sink, worktop, a two ring LPG hob & vinyl wind breaks
1537.M - 1 black compost bin
£10-£20
1538.M - 1 black compost bin
£10-£20
1539.M - 1 green compost bin
£10-£20
1540.M - 1 rectangular garden storage box
£10-£20
1541.M - 1 rectangular garden storage box
£10-£20
1542.V - 1 hexagonal inlaid slate table top
£60-£90
1543.V - 1 hexagonal inlaid slate table top
£60-£90
1544.V - 1 hexagonal inlaid slate table top
£60-£90
1545.V - 10 Orchids, contents of one tray
£30-£60
1546.V - 10 Orchids, contents of one tray
£30-£60
1547.V - 10 Orchids, contents of one tray
£30-£60
1548.V - 10 Orchids, contents of one tray
£30-£60
1549.V - 10 Orchids, contents of one tray
£30-£60
1550.V - a quantity of Orchids & 2 other plants, contents of one tray
£20-£40
1551.M - A quantity of various items including a stainless steel catering
£5-£20
cabinet, various stacking chairs etc
1552.M - Various catering related items including a Victor integrated hot plate, £20-£40
a Victor chilled integrated display counter and a chilled display cabinet
by Foster. Please note at least two of these units require attention trade
1553.M - One large wide American style fridge freezer by Whirlpool in black
£10-£50
type Sixth Sense, please note this unit requires attention, trade
1554.V - A large commercial stainless steel serve over refrigerated salad bar, £60-£120
no make or model visible 240v - trade
1555.M - A large commercial glass fronted serve over display fridge by
£130-£200
Legend - no model visible - appears unused - 240v trade
1556.V - 2 commercial solid top electric stock pot boilers by Garland 240 volt £10-£20
- trade
1557.V - A 6 piece knife set by de Swiss type Geneva
£18-£25
1558.V - A 6 piece knife set by de Swiss type Geneva
£18-£25
1559.V - A 6 piece knife set by de Swiss type Geneva
£18-£25
1560.V - A 6 piece knife set by de Swiss type Geneva
£18-£25
1561.V - A quantity of small stainless steel pots and lids
£20-£30
1562.V - 3 unused stainless steel heavy-duty catering pots
£35-£40
1563.V - 5 unused gastronorm trays with lids
£50-£60
1564.V - 1 unopened packet of 20 tea towels by H line
£10-£20
1565.V - A box containing a quantity of unused white women's uniform
£15-£20
blouses size 16
1566.V - Nine unused black chefs aprons by H line
£10-£20
1567.V - A large quantity of cutlery knives
£10-£20
1568.V - 1 commercial stainless steel wall shelf and brackets 1500mm boxed £40-£60
1569.V - One commercial stainless steel 6 slice toaster by Dualit trade
£30-£40
1570.V - One unused commercial immersion blender by Chef Hub model
£150-£200
ip500 l v - trade
1571.V - For a new stainless steel gastronorm trays no lids
£35-£40
1572.V - One small metal framed marquee/ market stall shelter
£20-£40
1573.M - A quantity of various catering related items including a Breville food £10-£20
mixer, a slow cooker, tablecloths etc - trade
1574.M - A quantity of vintage blue and light green melamine cups and
£10-£30
saucers made by Swift in Devon
1575.M - A quantity of unused catering related items including 2 George
£40-£80
Foreman grills, kettles, toasters, a hand mixer etc. Contents of one shelf
- trade
1576.M - A quantity of crockery including teapots, milk jugs, cups and saucers £10-£30
etc. Contents of one shelf.
1577.V - 5 deep aluminium baking trays
£10-£20
1578.M - Two boxes containing a quantity of heat resistant stove paint
£10-£30
1579.V - 6 various large food bowls contents of one shelf
£20-£30
1580.V - Blank
1581.M - A quantity of various cake making related items including ribbon etc. £10-£20
Contents of one shelf
1582.M - 7 various sized cake stands
£20-£40
1583.M - A quantity of various shaped number cake tins and cake related
£20-£40
books. Contents of one shelf
1584.M - A large number of cake tins. Contents one shelf
£20-£40
1585.M - A large number of cake tins. Contents one shelf
£20-£40
1586.V - A large quantity of aluminium baking trays. Contents of one shelf
£20-£40
1587.V - A large quantity of aluminium baking trays. Contents of one shelf
£20-£40
1588.M - A quantity of kitchen related items including bread bins, sugar, tea,
£10-£20
coffee pots, salt and pepper pots, biscuit barrels etc. Contents of one
shelf
1589.M - 720 small pots of orange fine cut marmalade by Wilkin & Sons.
£40-£80
Contents of one shelf
1590.M - 720 small pots of orange fine cut marmalade by Wilkin & Son
£40-£80
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1591.M - 720 small pots of orange fine cut marmalade by Wilkin & Son
1592.M - 720 small pots of orange fine cut marmalade by Wilkin & Son
1593.M - 720 small pots of blackcurrant preserve by Wilkin & Son
1594.M - 720 small pots of blackcurrant preserve by Wilkin & Son
1595.M - 720 small pots of blackcurrant preserve by Wilkin & Son
1596.M - 720 small pots of raspberry preserve by Wilkin & Son
1597.M - 720 small pots of raspberry preserve by Wilkin & Son
1598.M - 720 small pots of raspberry preserve by Wilkin & Son
1599.M - 624 small pots of raspberry preserve by Wilkin & Son
1600.M - Approximately 650 small pots of strawberry blackcurrant preserve
and orange marmalade by Wilkin and Sons
1601.M - a large quantity of small jars of chutney and red onion marmalade
by Bay Tree Farm. Contents of four crates. Crates are not included
1602.M - a large quantity of small jars of chutney and red onion marmalade
ect by Bay Tree Farm. Contents of four crates. Crates are not included
1603.V - Blank
1604.V - Blank
1605.V - A stainless steel catering type extraction hood trade
1606.V - A commercial stainless steel countertop table
1607.M - A small commercial meat slicer with no make or model visible trade
1608.V - 1 stainless steel commercial 4 slice toaster by Buffalo. Please note
this requires a new dial
1609.M - One steam & hot water boiler by Instanta type supreme 6 - trade
1610.M - One small stainless steel countertop glass washer by Classeq type
eco1. Please note this unit will require attention - trade
1611.M - One commercial meat slicer by Berkel, no model visible - trade
1612.M - One gas fired salamander grill by Lincat - trade
1613.M - One commercial coffee grinder by Expresso Italiano and one
electric juicer by Sirman - trade
1614.M - One commercial stainless steel panini grill by Buffalo. Please note
this does require a very good clean - trade
1615.V - 1 stainless steel commercial meat slicer by Buffalo, trade
1616.M - 1 commercial stainless steel LPG gas fired rise and fall salamander
grill by Angelo Po - trade
1617.M - 1 cash register by Tec type dptx - trade
1618.V - One commercial electric chipper no make or model visible - trade
1619.V - One small commercial stainless steel portable hot water boiler by
Burco - trade
1620.V - One small commercial stainless steel portable hot water boiler by
Mistral - trade
1621.V - 2 slimline deep fat fryer baskets
1622.V - One commercial stainless steel griddle, no make visible model xh20
- trade
1623.V - One commercial stainless steel meat grinder by Virgo - trade
1624.V - 1 commercial stainless steel electric 4 pot bain-marie by Infernus trade
1625.V - One commercial stainless steel griddle type sw822a - trade
1626.M - A stainless steel commercial 4 ring hob, with stand, no make or
model visible & a mobile trolley - trade
1627.M - A commercial stainless steel pass through dishwasher by Maidaid
type Halcyon - 3ph - trade
1628.M - One commercial stainless steel countertop filler by Whirlpool
1629.V - One unused commercial food mixer 20l includes bowl and utensils,
no make or model visible - trade
1630.V - One commercial floor standing Hobart food mixer no model visible
unit comes with mixing bowl and accessories - trade
1631.M - 2 integrated plate warmers type th310 - trade
1632.M - Two integrated food warming pots by Hatco type Heat Max - trade
1633.V - an unused and sealed box containing a commercial stainless steel
hog roast/spit-roast oven by Infurnus - gas trade
1634.M - 1 Miele thermal disinfecting commercial dishwasher model g7859 240v trade
1635.V - One commercial display freezer by Elcold - trade
1636.V - One unused gas fired twin basket deep fryer by Hobart. Please note
this unit comes with a 6 month warranty. Please ask staff for details trade
1637.M - A Zanussi tumble dryer model z930, a Bosch wff2000 washing
machine and a stainless steel dishwasher salter/cleaner, trade
1638.M - One commercial stainless steel pass through dishwasher by
Winterhalter type gs42 three phase, trade
1639.M - One large vintage style brass topped mobile refrigerated
sweet/salad unit, 240v - trade
1640.V - A commercial 6 slice stainless steel toaster by Dualit - trade
1641.V - 1 commercial stainless steel 2 door bench fridge no make or model
visible - trade
1642.V - 2 commercial stainless steel mobile tray racks, please note neither
have trays included
1643.V - 1 unused chest freezer by Valera type KDF370A+ - trade
1644.M - A quantity of various items including a cash register, a microwave
oven and a small desk - trade
1645.M - 1 commercial bean to cup coffee machine by Tchibo type HGcoffea-S - trade - keys in auction office

£40-£80
£40-£80
£40-£80
£40-£80
£40-£80
£40-£80
£40-£80
£40-£80
£35-£70
£35-£70
£50-£100
£50-£100

£20-£40
£10-£20
£30-£60
£25-£30
£30-£60
£10-£20
£30-£60
£160-£200
£30-£60
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£40-£80
£50-£100
£25-£50
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£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£160-£200
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£240-£280
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£15-£30
£50-£100
£20-£30
£600-£700
£150-£300
£30-£60
£15-£30
£600-£800
£60-£100
£200-£300
£500-£550
£10-£20
£20-£40
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£20-£40
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£10-£20
£220-£260
£30-£60
£150-£300

1646.M - A portable kitchen type unit in a flight case. This includes a twin hob,
a draining board and sink (complete with lid) - trade
1647.M - A portable kitchen type unit in a flight case. This includes a twin hob,
a draining board and sink, please note this unit is missing the lid - trade
1648.V - 1 freestanding blue ATM machine by Triton - trade
1649.V - One freestanding grey ATM machine by Triton - trade
1650.V - 1 undercounter dishwasher by Siemens, no model visible - trade
1651.M - One large commercial meat grinder mincer by Hobart type c 52 240volt - trade
1652.M - One commercial set of scales by Avery Berkel type d x 342 - trade
1653.M - A quantity of packaging materials and a heat sealing machine
1654.M - A stainless steel catering type table
1655.M - 1 commercial stainless steel oven by Lincat type A002 - trade
1656.M - One commercial meat slicer by Berkel
1657.M - A commercial stainless steel Mainca hydraulic sausage filler type
ec12 (12l/25lb) trade
1658.M - One commercial mincer and food mixer by Crypto Peerless type
Rotabowl - trade
1659.M - A quantity of various catering related items including a small
stainless steel table with 2 shelves beneath, a cheese wire, three
shelves and a flour bin
1660.M - 10 small stainless steel trays
1661.M - 10 small stainless steel trays
1662.M - 10 small stainless steel trays
1663.M - 10 small stainless steel trays
1664.M - 10 small stainless steel trays
1665.M - 10 small stainless steel trays
1666.M - A quantity of various stainless steel trays
1667.M - A vintage/commercial set of Avery butchers scales (with meat hook
attached)
1668.M - One under counter washing machine by Bosch type series 4 - trade
1669.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf beneath,
dimensions 600mm x 1800 mm
1670.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf beneath,
dimensions 600mm x 1800 mm
1671.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf beneath,
dimensions 600mm x 1800 mm
1672.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf beneath,
dimensions 600mm x 1500 mm
1673.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf beneath,
dimensions 600mm x 1500 mm
1674.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf beneath,
dimensions 600mm x 1500 mm
1675.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf beneath,
dimensions 600mm x 1500 mm
1676.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf beneath,
dimensions 600mm x 1200 mm
1677.V - 1 boxed commercial stainless steel table with shelf beneath,
dimensions 600mm x 1200 mm
1678.V - 1 commercial stainless steel table with shelf beneath, dimensions
600mm x 1200 mm
1679.V - A commercial stainless steel dishwasher by DC series unit comes
with stand and two trays - trade
1680.V - 1 unused chest freezer by Valera type KDF370A+ - unboxed for
display - trade
1681.V - 1 unused chest freezer by Valera type KDF370A+ - boxed - trade
1682.V - 1 unused chest freezer by Valera type KDF370A+ - boxed - trade
1683.V - One commercial stainless steel side draining section to a pass
through dishwasher
1684.V - 1 commercial stainless steel table with shelf beneath
1685.V - One unused refrigerated table top display cabinet by Valera - trade
1686.V - 1 tall wood effect metal framed table and three tall red upholstered
stools
1687.V - 1 tall wood effect metal framed table and three tall red upholstered
stools
1688.V - One commercial stainless steel chargrill by Blue Seal gas fired trade
1689.V - One commercial stainless steel 2 door bench fridge by Fagor,
please note door requires attention therefore untested - trade
1690.V - A large quantity of stainless steel cutlery, crates are not included
1691.V - One commercial stainless steel hot cabinet with two tier shelves and
hot lamps - trade
1692.V - One commercial stainless steel or pass through dishwasher by Ozti,
unit includes draining board to the left and twin sink to the right 240v
trade
1693.V - One commercial stainless steel solid top Range by Blue Seal gasfired - trade
1694.V - One unused gas fired twin basket deep fryer by Hobart. Please note
this unit comes with a 6 month warranty. Please ask staff for details trade
1695.V - One commercial display freezer by ELcold - trade
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1696.V - A large quantity of various different chairs and two pub tables
£40-£80
contents of two bays
1697.V - A quantity of rectangular dining tables and two round dining tables
£20-£30
contents of two bays
1698.V - A quantity of small round wooden tables
£10-£20
1699.V - A large quantity of ladder back dining chairs contents of one Bay
£30-£60
1700.V - An EPOS till system by checkout type X902 - trade
£30-£60
1701.V - An EPOS till system by checkout type X902 - trade
£30-£60
1702.V - An EPOS till system by checkout type X902 - trade
£30-£60
1703.V - 2 EPOS till systems by checkout type X902 - trade
£40-£60
1704.V - An EPOS till system by checkout type X900 - trade
£30-£60
1705.V - An EPOS till system by checkout type X900 - trade
£30-£60
1706.V - 2 EPOS till systems by checkout type X900 - trade
£40-£80
1707.V - 3 rectangular pub type wooden tables
£10-£30
1708.V - 20 boxes each containing 8 boxes of French praline chocolates
£40-£80
1709.V - 20 boxes each containing 8 boxes of French praline chocolates
£40-£80
1710.V - 20 boxes each containing 8 boxes of French praline chocolates
£40-£80
1711.V - 10 boxes each containing 8 boxes of French praline chocolates
£20-£40
1712.V - Approx 18 boxes each containing 8 boxes of French praline
£35-£70
chocolates
1713.V - Approx 6 boxes of chocolate crunch by Cupido
£30-£60
1714.V - Approx 14 boxes of various biscuits by Moores, please note these
£20-£30
biscuits have passed their best before dates
1715.V - Approx 14 boxes of various biscuits by Moores, please note these
£20-£30
biscuits have passed their best before dates
1716.V - Approx 14 boxes of various biscuits by Moores, please note these
£20-£30
biscuits have passed their best before dates
1717.V - Approx 14 boxes of various biscuits by Moores, please note these
£20-£30
biscuits have passed their best before dates
1718.V - Approx 14 boxes of various biscuits by Moores, please note these
£20-£30
biscuits have passed their best before dates
1719.V - Approx 10 boxes of various luxury biscuits by Border, please note
£15-£30
some of these biscuits have passed their best before dates
1720.V - Approx 10 boxes of various luxury biscuits by Border, please note
£15-£30
some of these biscuits have passed their best before dates
1721.V - A quantity of various luxury biscuits by Border, please note some of £10-£20
these biscuits have passed their best before dates
1722.M - Approx 12 boxes of various luxury shortbread fingers by Border
£10-£30
1723.M - Approx 15 boxes of various luxury shortbread fingers by Border
£15-£30
1724.M - Approx 20 boxes containing a quantity of various types of fruit cake £25-£50
1725.M - 9 boxes of Danish cookies by Bisca
£10-£15
1726.M - Three boxes containing a quantity of cakes by Nevin, please note
£10-£20
these cakes have passed their best before date
1727.V - A quantity of luxury chocolate gift items including Guyllian and Eden £10-£30
4 chocolates
1728.V - 15 boxes containing a quantity of luxury chocolate orange fingers by £30-£60
Cupido
1729.V - 15 boxes containing a quantity of luxury chocolate orange fingers by £30-£60
Cupido
1730.V - 15 boxes containing a quantity of luxury chocolate orange fingers by £30-£60
Cupido
1731.V - 6 boxes containing a quantity of luxury chocolate orange & mint
£10-£15
fingers by Cupido
1732.M - Approx 19 boxes of various water biscuits crackers by Stag
£15-£30
Bakeries. Please note some boxes have passed their best before date
1733.M - Approximately 8 boxes of spicy Moroccan seed and nut crackers by £15-£30
Mondovino
1734.M - Approximately 13 boxes of original West Country Cheddar biscuits
£10-£15
by Furniss
1735.M - 9 boxes each containing six boxes of savoury biscuit selection
£15-£30
packs by Stag Bakers
1736.M - 6 boxes containing various crispbread/crackers etc, please note
£10-£20
some boxes have passed their best before date
1737.V - Four small gift baskets with leather straps
£10-£20
1737a.V - The following Alcohol lots can only be purchased by holders of a
license to sell alcohol
1738.V - 31 x 70cl bottles of mulled wine by Harvest Fruits, 8% vol
£15-£30
1739.V - 31 x 70cl bottles of mulled wine by Harvest Fruits, 8% vol
£15-£30
1740.V - 19 x 70cl bottles of mulled wine by Harvest Fruits, 8% vol and 12
£15-£30
bottles of mulled winter punch non-alcoholic
1741.V - One box containing 6 x 75cl bottles of Port by LBV
£40-£80
1742.V - One box containing 6 x 75cl bottles of Port by LBV
£40-£80
1743.V - One box containing 6 x 75cl bottles of Port by LBV
£40-£80
1744.V - One box containing 6 x 75cl bottles of Port by LBV
£40-£80
1745.V - One box containing 6 x 75cl bottles of Port by LBV
£40-£80
1746.V - One box containing 6 x 75cl bottles of Port by Regimental
£40-£80
1747.V - One box containing 6 x 75cl bottles of Port by Regimental
£40-£80
1748.V - One box containing 6 x 75cl bottles of Port by Regimental
£40-£80
1749.V - 8 boxes each containing 9 x 187 ml bottles of Sauvignon blanc 12% £50-£100
vol wine by Hidden Road.
1750.V - 8 boxes each containing 9 x 187 ml bottles of Sauvignon blanc 12% £50-£100
vol wine by Hidden Road.

1751.V - 8 boxes each containing 9 x 187 ml bottles of Sauvignon blanc 12%
vol wine by Hidden Road.
1752.V - 8 boxes each containing 9 x 187 ml bottles of Sauvignon blanc 12%
vol wine by Hidden Road.
1753.V - 8 boxes each containing 9 x 187 ml bottles of Sauvignon blanc 12%
vol wine by Hidden Road.
1754.V - 8 boxes each containing 9 x 187 ml bottles of Sauvignon blanc 12%
vol wine by Hidden Road.
1755.V - 8 boxes each containing 9 x 187 ml bottles of Sauvignon blanc 12%
vol wine by Hidden Road.
1756.V - 8 boxes each containing 9 x 187 ml bottles of Sauvignon blanc 12%
vol wine by Hidden Road.
1757.V - 10 boxes each containing 9 x 187 ml bottles of Sauvignon blanc
12% vol wine by Hidden Road.
1758.V - 9 boxes each containing 9 x 187 ml bottles of Shiraz 12% vol red
wine by Hidden Road.
1759.V - 9 boxes each containing 9 x 187 ml bottles of Shiraz 12% vol red
wine by Hidden Road.
1760.V - 9 boxes each containing 9 x 187 ml bottles of Shiraz 12% vol red
wine by Hidden Road.
1761.V - 9 boxes each containing 9 x 187 ml bottles of Shiraz 12% vol red
wine by Hidden Road.
1762.V - 9 boxes each containing 9 x 187 ml bottles of Shiraz 12% vol red
wine by Hidden Road.
1763.V - 9 boxes each containing 9 x 187 ml bottles of Shiraz 12% vol red
wine by Hidden Road.
1764.M - 32 boxes containing a quantity of iced fruit cake fingers, please note
these have passed their best before date
1765.M - Approx 50 boxes containing a quantity of iced fruit cake fingers,
please note these have passed their best before date
1766.M - Approx 50 boxes containing a quantity of iced fruit cake fingers,
please note these have passed their best before date
1767.M - 32 boxes containing a quantity of iced fruit cake fingers, please note
these have passed their best before date
1768.M - Four boxes each containing 4 packs of 10 x 100g Christmas
puddings by Matthew Walker
1769.M - Four boxes each containing 4 packs of 10 x 100g Christmas
puddings by Matthew Walker
1770.M - Four boxes each containing 4 packs of 10 x 100g Christmas
puddings by Matthew Walker
1771.M - Four boxes each containing 4 packs of 10 x 100g Christmas
puddings by Matthew Walker
1772.M - 80 boxes each containing 12 smaller boxes of 40 Dorset tea bags
by Rainforest alliance
1773.M - 80 boxes each containing 12 smaller boxes of 40 Dorset tea bags
by Rainforest alliance
1774.M - 80 boxes each containing 12 smaller boxes of 40 Dorset tea bags
by Rainforest alliance
1775.M - 80 boxes each containing 12 smaller boxes of 40 Dorset tea bags
by Rainforest alliance
1776.M - 80 boxes each containing 12 smaller boxes of 40 Dorset tea bags
by Rainforest alliance
1777.M - 80 boxes each containing 12 smaller boxes of 40 Dorset tea bags
by Rainforest alliance
1778.V - 24 boxes each containing approximately 20/25 wicker gift baskets
1779.V - 24 boxes each containing approximately 20/25 wicker gift baskets
1780.V - A large quantity of flat packed cardboard boxes . 39 x 27 x 14 cms...
contents of one cage, cage is not included
1781.V - A large quantity of flat packed cardboard boxes . 39 x 27 x 14 cms...
contents of one cage, cage is not included
1782.V - A large quantity of flat packed cardboard boxes . 44 x 32 x 15 cms...
contents of one cage, cage is not included
1783.V - 20 boxes each containing approximately 20 bamboo gift baskets
1784.V - 12 boxes each containing approximately 20 bamboo gift baskets
1785.V - 12 boxes each containing approximately 20 bamboo gift baskets
1786.V - 12 boxes each containing approximately 20 bamboo gift baskets
1787.V - 12 boxes each containing approximately 20 bamboo gift baskets
1788.V - 3 various sized Empty picnic/gift hampers
1789.V - 2 large Empty picnic basket/gift hampers
1790.V - 2 large Empty picnic basket/gift hampers
1791.V - 2 large Empty picnic basket/gift hampers
1792.V - 4 medium sized Empty picnic basket/gift hampers
1793.V - 2 large Empty picnic basket/gift hampers
1794.V - 2 large Empty picnic basket/gift hampers
1795.V - 2 large Empty picnic basket/gift hampers
1796.V - A large quantity of bamboo gift baskets contents of one cage cage is
not included
1797.V - One tall commercial single door stainless steel freezer by Foster
type, prog600l - trade
1798.V - One tall commercial stainless steel fridge by Williams model
US011SA, please note this unit requires attention -trade
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1799.V - 1 tall white single door commercial fridge by Williams type
0805528059 - trade
1800.V - One small commercial stainless steel catering type table with shelf
beneath
1801.V - One small commercial stainless steel catering type table with shelf
and drawer beneath
1802.V - One small commercial stainless steel catering type table with shelf
beneath
1803.V - One commercial stainless steel twin deep sink unit with draining
board and shelf beneath
1804.V - One large commercial stainless steel catering type table with shelf
beneath
1805.M - One commercial stainless steel gas fired griddle model b p l o p p
3BS - trade
1806.V - One large commercial stainless steel catering type table with shelf
beneath
1807.V - One large commercial stainless steel catering type table with shelf
beneath
1808.V - One large commercial stainless steel catering type table with shelf
beneath and 3 drawers
1809.M - 10 boxes each containing 12 smaller boxes of 40 square Dorset tea
bags by Rainforest Alliance
1810.M - 10 boxes each containing 12 smaller boxes of 40 square Dorset tea
bags by Rainforest Alliance
1811.M - 10 boxes each containing 12 smaller boxes of 40 square Dorset tea
bags by Rainforest Alliance
1812.M - 10 boxes each containing 12 smaller boxes of 40 square Dorset tea
bags by Rainforest Alliance
1813.M - 10 boxes each containing 12 smaller boxes of 40 square Dorset tea
bags by Rainforest Alliance
1814.M - 10 boxes each containing 12 smaller boxes of 40 square Dorset tea
bags by Rainforest Alliance
1815.V - 2 children's wooden high chairs
1816.M - An integrated commercial bean to cup coffee machine by Miele
type: vca5060, comes with cupboard and extra drawer unit - trade
1817.V - A quantity of various upholstered pub chairs and stools

£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£40
£20-£40
£80-£160
£80-£160
£40-£80
£80-£160
£80-£160
£80-£160
£20-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£350-£600
£20-£30

DAY 2 Hangar 2. Wednesday 1st August at 10.00 am
All electrical lots in this sale are deemed as “Trade”
Sales. See sale conditions.

2001.M - A quantity of various vintage tools including a cobblers last, a
wooden spirit level, a wooden box plane etc. Plastic crate is not
included
2002.M - A quantity of various items including various valves, gas torches etc
Contents of one shelf
2003.V - 1 inverter welder by IFL type 151PHF, 110v
2004.M - A set of 4 alloy wheels by WRS type KBA46154, 5 stud - no tyres
fitted
2005.M - A quantity of various items including bulbs, socket fronts etc.
Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
2006.V - 3 various heaters and 1 Radon fan
2007.M - A quantity of various items including a Bosch cordless drill with 1
charger / 2 batteries etc. Contents of one bay / 3 shelves
2008.M - A quantity of various items including a trolley jack, a chain hoist, a
bench grinder etc. Contents of two shelves
2009.M - A refrigeration gas vacuum / charging station by Lokring DVP and a
set of gauges by Record. Contents of one shelf
2010.V - 2 boxes each containing 20 x DD16235 light bulbs
2011.V - A quantity of various car radio accessories
2012.V - 100 wing mirror glasses suitable for Ford Transit
2013.V - 100 wing mirror glasses suitable for Ford Transit
2014.M - 1 pneumatic special decoration gun by Sagola and 2 push / pull
cables for a boat. Contents of one shelf
2015.V - 1 box containing a large quantity of various cutting / grinding disks
2016.V - A quantity of various items including a small Tirfor type winch, uPVC
door and window fittings, vehicle parts etc. Content of one shelf
2017.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of torches
2018.M - 1 petrol engine lawn mower by Sovereign type SV40S
2019.V - 2 pick up type bodies / cargo beds believed to suit Kawasaki Mule or
similar

£10-£20
£15-£30
£300-£400
£50-£100
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£15-£30
£50-£100
£15-£30
£15-£30
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£10-£20
£15-£30
£15-£30
£20-£40
£50-£100
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2020.V - 2 pick up type bodies / cargo beds believed to suit Kawasaki Mule or £50-£100
similar
2021.V - 1 pallet containing various items including a bolt to wall twin welding £15-£30
hose reel by Predator, 1 warehouse light and various fittings by Drierite
2022.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump - granite serated
£80-£110
ball
2023.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump - granite serated
£80-£110
ball
2024.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump - granite serated
£80-£110
ball
2025.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump - granite serated
£80-£110
ball
2026.V - 1 granite / black plastic water feature with pump - granite serated
£80-£110
ball
2027.V - 3 halophane industrial lights
£20-£40
2028.V - 1 petrol engine lawn mower by Lawn King type Power Drive
£20-£40
2029.V - 1 vacuum lifting unit by Al-Vac Model Handy 202.020 with a Honda £150-£220
pull start petrol engine
2030.M - 1 work shop compressor by Ingersoll-Rand type EN6K75, 3ph
£100-£200
2031.M - A freestanding wide multi wheel polishing machine by WHB
£200-£300
2032.M - 5 various small electric motors
£20-£40
2033.M - A quantity of various engineering related items including a rotary
£40-£70
table, a 4 jaw chuck, face plates, an angle plate etc
2034.V - 1 generator by Honda type EX4000S, 4kw 110/240v output, with
£50-£150
LPG gas conversion - please note that this generator is untested
2035.V - 1 metal folder by Edwards type Besco Truefold 812 AS, max width £350-£600
approx 2.54m
2036.V - 1 welder by BOC type Transmig 240, 3ph
£40-£70
2037.V - 1 pallet containing 13 various internal doors
£30-£50
2038.M - 1 tow behind tine de-thatcher by Agri-Fab type 45-0294 40 inch to
£30-£50
suit ride on mower etc
2039.M - 1 mobile hydraulic engine crane by Cowley capacity approx 4/8CWT £40-£70
- fixed frame, not folding type
2040.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various soap dispensers
£15-£30
2041.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various dispensers, hand cleaner,
£15-£30
barrier cream etc
2042.V - One pallet containing a large quantity of clear tile primer
£15-£30
2043.M - 1 plastic wheeled bin containing an emergency spill kit
£20-£40
2044.M - A quantity of brush heads and absorbant socks
£15-£30
2045.V - A CNC precision cabinet lathe by Axminster type iKC6-SIEG, 240v. £3000-£4000
This is a lightly used ex-demo machine and has 8 automatic tool
changes, a slant bed with protective cover, ultra high precision linear
rails etc. The lathe will connect via an ethernet (LAN) cable to a
Windows based computer (no computer included) but a software disk
and cable is included. Current retail price is just over £15,000 including
VAT (SP011952)
2046.V - 1 large dust extractor with no other details visible
£50-£100
2047.M - 1 compressor in cabinet by Atlas Copco type GA11 FF, 3ph
£200-£400
2048.M - 1 compressor by Hydrovane type 75SR3300, 3ph
£50-£100
2049.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various brake press tooling (top and £100-£200
bottom)
2050.M - 1 gas bottle trolley and a quantity of hose, gauges a torch etc
£30-£50
2051.M - 1 gas bottle trolley and a quantity of hose, gauges a torch etc
£30-£50
2052.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including a SIP welder £30-£50
type Top mig 195, 2 pumps etc
2053.M - A quantity of various items including a Quartz infrared heater, 2
£15-£30
skate boards, 2 oars etc
2054.M - 10 x digger bucket teeth
£40-£70
2055.M - 1 garden waste shredder by JCB type 2400s, 240v
£20-£40
2056.M - 1 x plastic grape juice container by Graf, 300L with red plastic screw £20-£40
top
2057.M - 1 x plastic grape juice container by Graf, 300L with red plastic screw £20-£40
top
2058.M - 1 x plastic grape juice container by Graf, 300L with red plastic screw £20-£40
top but missing the centre piece
2059.M - 1 petrol engine lawn mower by Murray type 7800247
£30-£50
2060.M - A quantity of various items including a small trolley, garden tools etc £20-£40
2061.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including a chain hoist, £20-£40
a polyprop bander with clips, rubber / plastic washers etc
2062.M - 1 pallet containing 3 radiators and 2 ceramic basins
£10-£20
2063.M - 1 small garden waste shredder by Al-ko type H100, 240v
£15-£30
2064.V - 65kg of welding electrodes, 4.0mm x 400mm
£20-£50
2065.V - 65kg of welding electrodes, 4.0mm x 400mm
£20-£40
2066.V - 65kg of welding electrodes, 4.0mm x 400mm
£20-£50
2067.V - 65kg of welding electrodes, 4.0mm x 400mm
£20-£50
2068.V - 65kg of welding electrodes, 4.0mm x 400mm
£20-£50
2069.V - 70kg of welding electrodes, 4.0mm x 400mm
£20-£50
2070.V - 70kg of welding electrodes, 4.0mm x 400mm
£20-£50
2071.M - 2 wooden mobile bottle racks and 2 pallets containing a large
£40-£80
quantity of various glass wine bottles
2072.M - 1 electric garden tiller by Qualcast, 240v
£20-£40
2073.M - 1 inverter generator by IMPAX type IM2500i, 2.2kw, 240/12v output £90-£140
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2074.V - 1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6ft by 3ft - no key
supplied
2075.V - 1 blue / grey metal two door storage cabinet with two low shelves,
hanging panels etc. Key is with staff, please ask when collecting this lot
2076.V - 1 warehouse strapping / banding machine by Macfarlane type TP601CE1,240V
2077.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle supports by Rock
Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no wood is included
2078.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle supports by Rock
Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no wood is included
2079.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle supports by Rock
Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no wood is included
2080.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle supports by Rock
Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no wood is included
2081.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle supports by Rock
Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no wood is included
2082.M - 2 boxes each containing one pair of metal trestle supports by Rock
Solid Type RT65S 65 cm high and no wood is included
2083.V - 1 box containing a quantity of gardening / work gloves
2084.M - 1 flat bed warehouse trolley
2085.M - 1 petrol engine lawn mower by Al-ko type Easy Mow 4600HP
2086.M - 1 petrol engine lawn mower by Maxicut type SP Combo Series 20
2087.V - 1 compressor by Compair Air Hydrovane type 818 Classic, hour
meter reads 32,273 hours
2088.M - 1 motorised potters wheel, 240v - no other details are visible
2089.M - 1 pottery kiln (no other details visible) and a quantity of various kiln
asseccories
2090.V - A quantity of various car air fresheners and universal hands free car
phone kits
2091.V - A quantity of various torches
2092.V - A quantity of various items including diesel fuel treatment, screen
wipes etc
2093.M - 1 unused petrol engine generator by Mil type ML8500W, output 220
/ 380v
2094.M - 1 unused petrol engine generator by Mil type ML8500W, output 220
/ 380v
2095.M - 1 unused petrol engine generator by Mil type ML8500W, output 220
/ 380v
2096.M - 1 unused petrol engine generator by Mil type ML8500W, output 220
/ 380v
2097.M - 1 unused petrol engine pressure washer by Washer Pro type
WP3000PSI
2098.M - 1 unused petrol engine pressure washer by Washer Pro type
WP3000PSI
2099.M - 1 small generator with no make visible, output 1800w on small
round pin plug
2100.M - 1 petrol engine chainsaw by Neilsen type CT3795
2101.M - A 249 piece tool set in a carry case
2102.M - 2 tile cutters, 2 circular saws and 3 cordless drills - all items are by
Guild, all are 240v and all are untested
2103.M - 2 tile cutters, 2 circular saws and 2 cordless drills - all items are by
Guild, all are 240v and all are untested
2104.M - 1 pressure washer by Nilfisk type Compact C110. 4.5.PC X-TRA
2105.M - 1 small petrol engine generator by Master type TG950
2106.V - 1 plasma cutter by IGBT type DC Cutter Plasma 30C, 240v
2107.M - 1 benchtop chisel mortiser by Axminster type AW16BMST, 240v
supplied with 3 chisels
2108.V - 1 benchtop high speed small pillar drill by Meddings, 3ph - up to
12,000rpm
2109.V - 2 steel drum dollys and 1 plastic wheeled skate
2110.V - 1 blue plastic / metal two tier trolley by Ekwo
2111.V - 1 warehouse trolley with metal mesh sides - medium size
2112.V - 1 warehouse trolley with metal mesh sides - large size
2113.V - 1 manual hydraulic mini lifter, capacity approx 400kg
2114.V - 1 manual hydraulic adjustable height trolley by Manutan capacity
approx 500kg
2115.V - 1 manual hydraulic adjustable height trolley by Manutan capacity
approx 300kg
2116.V - 1 large blue plastic wheeled tub
2117.V - 1 blue plastic tub (no wheels) and 1 bolt to floor metal barrier
2118.V - 1 chair moving trolley / truck by Fetra
2119.V - 1 set of short pallet trucks by Manutan capacity approx 2000kg
2120.V - 1 set of pallet trucks by Manutan capacity approx 2000kg
2121.V - 1 set of short pallet trucks by Manutan capacity approx 2000kg
2122.V - A run of 5 bays (6 uprights) of blue metal boltless stores type racking
comprising of 6 uprights at 2m high / 60cm deep, a quantity of
crossbeams at 1.83m wide and a quantity of blue metal shelves
2123.M - 1 multi function wood working machine by Lurem type Maxi 26 Plus,
believed to be 3ph
2124.M - 3 vehicle seats with sub frames
2125.M - A quantity of various items including a sack truck, a wheeled foul
water cassette, an air bed etc
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2126.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including metal boxes,
screws, nails etc
2127.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including 3 gas
heaters, a vintage industrial light etc
2128.M - A quantity of various items including 2 mitre clamps, a folding work
bench, a Clarke jump start unit etc
2129.M - A large multi drawer tool storage cabinet by Polstore
2130.M - 1 red metal folding engine crane by Master Pro
2131.M - 1 small display rack by Wynns
2132.M - 1 red metal manual hydraulic coil / spring compressor, capacity
1000kg
2133.M - 1 oil drainer by Sealey
2134.M - 1 oil drainer by Draper
2135.M - 1 multi function wood working machine by Hitachi type U-210, 240v
(planer, circular saw, spindle moulder and mortiser)
2136.M - 1 small metal box folder by Gabro type BF620
2137.M - A small pass through sander by Performax type 22-44 Pro, 240v
2138.V - Blank
2139.V - Blank
2140.V - 1 door at 2044mm x 928mm x 35mm
2141.V - 2 x oak flush doors both at 1981 x 838 x 35mm and 1 oak six panel
door FD30 fire door at 1981 x 610 x 44mm
2142.M - 1 aluminium podium type access step - not on wheels
2143.M - 2 incomplete aluminium podium type access steps
2144.V - A portable telescopic aerial / photography mast system by Easy Up
type AP1500 supplied with a electronic motorised pan head, various
lead etc
2145.M - 1 internal door approx 198cm x 84cm
2146.M - 1 used internal door approx 196cm x 76cm with door handle fitted
but NO key supplied
2147.V - A quantity of various items including a fire extinguisher stand (no
extinguishers included), metal panels for hanging storage bins (no bins
included) etc
2148.V - Blank
2149.V - Blank
2150.V - 1 welder by Hitachi type Inverter Pair 300GP4, 3ph mounted on a
trolley with a TEC UK ARC unit
2151.V - 1 welder by Hitachi type 350A DT-CAP2VI, 3ph mounted on a trolley
with a Hitachi wire feed unit
2152.V - 6 various welding torches
2153.V - 5 rolls of welding wire
2154.V - 1 BOC Pug cutter with a qty of hose but NO guide rail is included
2155.V - 1 small welder by CEA type Sure weld 140M, 240v with 1 welding
mask
2156.V - A quantity of various items including caster wheels, slings, a
microwave oven etc. Please note that the trolley is NOT included
2157.V - 1 warehouse trolley. Please note that the contents of the trolley are
the previous lot and are NOT included
2158.V - A polyprop strapping kit nd 1 length of wire rope with clamp fittings
2159.V - 1 heavy duty bench vice by Record
2160.V - 1 blue painted heavy duty bench vice
2161.M - One red metal tool chest by Clarke HD
2162.M - One box containing a quantity of various air tools
2163.M - 1 workshop compressor by Fiac type RD3150, 240v
2164.M - 2 machine vices
2165.M - 1 box containing a quantity of reamers and 1 box containing a
quantity of end mills
2166.M - 1 box containing a quantity of taps / cutters and 1 box containing a
quantity of small end mills
2167.M - 1 box containing a quantity of caster wheels
2168.V - 1 compressor in a cabinet by Atlas Copco type GA11 FF
2169.V - 1 oil / water separator by Quality Air Solutions type OSC825
2170.V - 1 oil / water separator by Avelair type CCM22
2171.M - Three adjustable metal trestles
2172.V - One compressor in cabinet by HPC type AS36 Plusair
2173.V - A quantity of various items including Gojo soap, Gloves Mates and
rolls of yellow tape. Contents of one shelf
2174.V - A quantity of various items including caster wheels (outer part only,
no centres), welding rods and various masks
2175.V - 1 metal box containing various drill bits
2176.V - A quantity of various hose clamps
2177.V - 2 boxes containing a quantity of various engineering items including
cutters, taps etc
2178.V - 2 boxes containing a quantity of various engineering items including
collets, cutters etc
2179.V - 2 boxes containing a quantity of various engineering items including
tool holders, cutters etc
2180.V - 2 wooden boxes containing a quantity of expanding reamers
2181.V - 1 roll of armoured / braided cable - SY type, 18 x 1mm core / 50m
long
2182.V - A large quantity of wood bolts - 8mm x 50mm
2183.V - 1 tray containing a large quantity of M6 x 25mm nuts and bolts
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2184.M - 1 variable speed Como drill / glass engraver type Micro Turbo 1
2185.M - 2 Bosch cordless drills, 1 Clarke cordless drill and 1 laser level
2186.M - 1 petrol engine brush cutter / strimmer by Gardentec type
GTB2602U
2187.M - 1 petrol engine strimmer by Flymo type Maxi Trim 430
2188.M - 1 small dust extractor by Multico, 240v
2189.M - 1 rotary hammer drill by Performance, 240v and 2 long unused Hilti
SDS drill bits
2190.M - 1 petrol engine chainsaw by Jonsered type CS2145
2191.M - 2 old metal two handled saws & 1 wooden storage box (empty)
2192.M - 1 yellow painted metal commercial vehicle rear step by Witter
2193.M - 2 marine type metal fuel cans
2194.M - 1 hand held shear by Parke type Rota Shear (no drill drill or air
motor supplied)
2195.M - A quantity of unused bottle corks
2196.M - 2 small three blade propellers
2197.M - 1 spot welder by Sureweld Rushden type Autospot 2T, 240v
2198.M - 1 router by Ferm and 1 router by Flex - both 240v
2199.M - A quantity of various items including a Golight, hand tools, a
computer monitor, CDs etc. Contents of two shelves
2200.M - 1 revolving amber beacon and a quantity of various hand tools etc.
Contents of one shelf
2201.M - 2 rolls of welding wire by Oerlikon
2202.V - One petrol engine chainsaw by McCulloch type Mac 4-20XT with a
hard carry case and various accessories including spare chains etc
2203.V - 1 chain block
2204.M - 1 table saw by Guild, 240v / 800w - boxed
2205.M - 1 double ended bench grinder, 1 angle grinder, 2 motors and 1 hand
winch
2206.V - Blank
2207.V - Blank
2208.V - Blank
2209.M - 1 unused bathroom mirrored cabinet by Diamond X Collection type
K350 - this is a boxed / unused high end bathroom cabinet with built in
demister, lights, shaver socket etc and cost in the region of £300
2210.M - 1 black metal Keeston frame kit type 355013
2211.M - A quantity of ornate metal decorative ballestrades and 2 metal
panels - wheeled cage is not included
2212.M - 1 chrome towel warmer & 1 compact radiator type 22
2213.M - 1 modern style metal pendant light
2214.M - 2 faux candle metal pendant lights
2215.M - 4 mirrored wall lights & 2 picture lights
2216.M - A quantity of various wall and pendant lights
2217.M - 4 various outside lights including 1 LED floodlight
2218.M - 3 various outside lights including 1 LED floodlight
2219.M - A quantity of various spot & other lights. Contents of one shelf
2220.M - A quantity of various light bulbs including LED. Plastic crate is not
included
2221.M - A quantity of various lights including a Tom Dixon stone wall light
etc
2222.M - 8 post lights by SLV type 230465
2223.M - 5 x 21kg tubs of traditional lime mortar
2224.M - 3 metal curtain poles & various lengths of metal tube
2225.M - A quantity of various CCTV items including 2 DVRs, cameras etc
2226.M - 1 gas hob by Lamona - natural gas
2227.M - 1 small ceramic basin by Cifial
2228.M - 1 gas fire by Valor type Black Beauty Slimline
2229.M - 1 dimmable MCB power unit by Mode type Mirage MP-06-08
2230.M - 1 stainless steel sink by Franke
2231.M - 1 stainless steel extractor by Lamona
2232.M - 4 wall lights by Lightique
2233.M - 4 small vintage style pendant lights
2234.M - 1 water heater by Redring type Sensaboil and 1 extractor fan by
Vent Axia
2235.M - 1 small stainless steel hand basin
2236.M - 1 small stainless steel hand basin
2237.M - 1 small stainless steel hand basin
2238.M - 1 expansion vessel by Aquasystem type ARB18, 1 Reliance control
valve and 1 Danfos programmable room thermostat
2239.M - 3 various aluminium step ladders
2240.M - 1 folding aluminium ladder and 1 step ladder
2241.M - 3 various aluminium step ladders
2242.M - 2 packing tables - both low
2243.M - 2 packing tables - both low
2244.M - 2 packing tables - 1 low and 1 high
2245.M - 2 packing tables - both low
2246.M - 2 packing tables - both low
2247.M - 2 packing tables - both low
2248.M - 1 white plastic bath with front panel
2249.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of wood effect laminate flooring
2250.M - 2 pallets containing various kitchen cabinets, a toilet, a non
matching cistern etc
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2251.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of recessed light fittings
2252.M - 1 towel rail, 1 small radiator & 1 bag of tank lagging
2253.M - 3 various shower trays
2254.M - 1 shower tray by Mira approx 1200mm x 800mm
2255.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various shower doors / screens
2256.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various items including a stainless
steel inset sink, a recessed light etc
2257.M - 1 ceramic toilet with cistern and seat by Roca
2258.M - 1 ceramic toilet with cistern and seat by Roca
2259.M - A quantity of various tiles by Johnson - contents of 1 wheeled cage
which is not included
2260.M - A quantity of various tiles - contents of 1 wheeled cage which is not
included
2261.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various tiles
2262.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various tiles
2263.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various tiles
2264.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various tiles - contents of 1 stillage
which is not included
2265.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various tiles - contents of 1 stillage
which is not included
2266.M - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various tiles - contents of 1 stillage
which is not included
2267.M - 1 wooden crate containing a large quantity of agricultural spares mainly lower link balls
2268.M - 1 wooden crate containing a large quantity of various agricultural
spares including split pins, brackets etc
2269.M - 1 wooden crate containing a large quantity of various agricultural
spares including linch pins, springs, split pins, quick links etc
2270.M - 1 wooden crate containing a large quantity of agricultural spares mainly plate / spindle assemblies with spinners
2271.M - 1 wooden crate containing a large quantity of agricultural spares mainly 3mm R clips
2272.M - 1 wooden crate containing a large quantity of various agricultural
spares including R clips etc
2273.M - 1 wooden crate containing a large quantity of various agricultural
spares including split pins, linch pins etc
2274.M - 1 wooden crate containing a large quantity of various agricultural
spares including oil cans, link balls, pins etc
2275.M - 1 wooden crate containing a large quantity of various agricultural
spares including linch & other pins etc
2276.M - 1 wooden crate containing a large quantity of various agricultural
spares including linch pins
2277.M - 1 wooden crate containing a large quantity of agricultural spares mainly 3mm R clips
2278.M - 1 wooden crate containing a large quantity of various agricultural
spares including implement & other pins
2279.M - 1 wooden crate containing a large quantity of various agricultural
spares including locking collers, Clevis sets / shackles etc
2280.M - 1 wooden crate containing a large quantity of agricultural spares mainly adjustable stabiliser bars 724mm to 889mm with 23mm eye one
end and 20mm eye at the other
2281.M - 1 wooden crate containing a large quantity of agricultural spares mainly adjustable stabiliser bars 724mm to 889mm with 23mm eye one
end and 20mm eye at the other
2282.M - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of yellow plastic measuring
jugs
2283.M - 5 various top links. Contents of one shelf
2284.M - 5 various top links. Contents of one shelf
2285.M - 5 various top links. Contents of one shelf
2286.M - 3 trailer skids. Contents of one shelf
2287.M - 6 various top links. Contents of one shelf
2288.M - 6 various top links. Contents of one shelf
2289.M - 6 various top links. Contents of one shelf
2290.M - 4 trailer skids. Contents of one shelf
2291.M - 4 trailer skids. Contents of one shelf
2292.M - 4 trailer skids. Contents of one shelf
2293.M - 4 trailer skids. Contents of one shelf
2294.M - A quantity of agricultural spares comprising of 5000 x 2mm R clips,
50 x double wound R clips 5mm, 20 x quick links 12mm and 1000 x
3mm R clips. Contents of one shelf
2295.M - A quantity of agricultural spares comprising of 5000 x 2mm R clips,
50 x double wound R clips 5mm, 20 x quick links 12mm and 1000 x
3mm R clips. Contents of one shelf
2296.M - A quantity of agricultural spares comprising of 5000 x 2mm R clips,
50 x double wound R clips 5mm, 20 x quick links 12mm and 1000 x
3mm R clips. Contents of one shelf
2297.M - A quantity of agricultural spares comprising of 5000 x 2mm R clips,
50 x double wound R clips 5mm, 20 x quick links 12mm and 1000 x
3mm R clips. Contents of one shelf
2298.M - A quantity of agricultural spares comprising of 5000 x 2mm R clips,
50 x double wound R clips 5mm, 20 x quick links 12mm and 1000 x
3mm R clips. Contents of one shelf
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2299.M - A quantity of agricultural spares comprising of 5000 x 2mm R clips,
50 x double wound R clips 5mm, 20 x quick links 12mm and 1000 x
3mm R clips. Contents of one shelf
2300.M - A quantity of agricultural spares comprising of 5000 x 2mm R clips,
50 x double wound R clips 5mm, 20 x quick links 12mm and 1000 x
3mm R clips. Contents of one shelf
2301.M - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of plastic funnels
2302.M - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of plastic funnels
2303.M - 1 wooden crate containing a quantity of plastic funnels
2304.M - 1 wooden crate containing a large quantity of stabiliser bars 724mm
to 914mm
2305.M - 1 wooden crate containing a qty of reversible point cultivator tines
50mm x 8mm
2306.V - Blank
2307.V - Blank
2308.V - Blank
2309.V - Blank
2310.V - Blank
2311.V - 1 garden gate with letter slot approx 1.8m high x 1.02m wide
2312.V - 1 tropical hardwood garden gate with letter slot approx 1.8m high x
1.02m wide
2313.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.04m
2314.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.04m
2315.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3. 5m
2316.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3. 5m
2317.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3. 5m
2318.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3. 5m
2319.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3. 5m
2320.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.67m
2321.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.67m
2322.V - 1 wooden gate with extended top width approx 3.34m and height
approx 1.8m
2323.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 1.22m
2324.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 2.4m
2325.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.65m
2326.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.65m
2327.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.65m
2328.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.96m
2329.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.65m
2330.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.65m
2331.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 3.05m
2332.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 1.83m
2333.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 2.14m
2334.V - 1 wooden turned heel / estate gate width approx 2.73m
2335.V - 1 wooden turned heel / estate gate width approx 2.44m
2336.V - 1 wooden turned heel / estate gate width approx 2.44m
2337.V - 1 wooden turned heel / estate gate width approx 2.44m
2338.V - 1 wooden turned heel / estate gate width approx 2.22m
2339.V - 1 wooden turned heel / estate gate width approx 2.22m
2340.V - 1 wooden turned heel / estate gate width approx 2.14m
2341.V - 1 wooden turned heel / estate gate width approx 2.14m
2342.V - 2 wooden flat top gates, each approx 1.5m wide
2343.V - 2 wooden flat top gates, each approx 1.5m wide
2344.V - 2 wooden flat top gates, each approx 1.5m wide
2345.V - 2 curved top wooden gates each approx 1.55m wide
2346.V - 2 tall wooden gates each approx 1.55m wide
2347.V - 2 wooden gates both approx 1.2m wide
2348.V - 1 wooden gate width approx 1.25m
2349.V - 2 tall wooden gates both approx.0.8m wide
2350.V - 1 tall wooden gate approx.0.8m wide
2351.V - 2 tall wooden gates both approx.0.75m wide
2352.V - 2 tall wooden gates both approx.0.75m wide
2353.V - 1 tall wooden gate approx.0.9pm wide
2354.V - 2 tall wooden gates both approx 1.75m wide & 1 low gate approx
1.53m wide
2355.V - 2 tall wooden gates both approx 1.04m wide
2356.V - 1 tall wooden gate approx 1.22m wide
2357.V - 2 wooden gates both approx 2m wide
2358.V - 2 wooden gates both approx 1.85m wide
2359.V - 2 wooden gates both approx 2.04m wide
2360.V - 1 tall curved top wooden gate approx 2.3m wide and 1.88m at
highest point
2361.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 1.5m
2362.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 1.63m
2363.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 3.04m
2364.V - 2 tropical hardwood gates both approx 1.79m wide
2365.V - 2 tropical hardwood gates both approx 1.79m wide
2366.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 1.22m
2367.V - 1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 0.91m
2368.V - 1 tropical hardwood low gate width approx. 0.73m
2369.V - A quantity of various wood including tongue / groove etc - top stack
2370.V - A quantity of various wood including 4 x 2 etc - bottom stack

£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£150-£300
£50-£100

£20-£40
£40-£70
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£50-£80
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£70
£40-£70
£40-£70
£50-£80
£50-£80
£40-£70
£15-£30
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£15-£30
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£30-£50
£30-£50
£30-£50
£60-£100
£30-£50
£20-£40
£50-£80
£70-£120
£70-£120
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£40-£70
£50-£100
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2371.V - A quantity of various wood including tongue / groove etc - top stack £50-£100
2372.V - A quantity of various wood including decking etc - bottom stack
£40-£70
2373.V - A quantity of various short lengths of wood - top 2 stacks
£30-£50
2374.V - A quantity of various wood mainly 14cm x 2cm x 1.6m - bottom stack £30-£50
2375.V - A quantity of various short lengths of wood - contents of 2 stacks
£20-£40
2376.V - A quantity of various wood including 9 m x 5cm etc - top 2 stacks
£30-£50
2377.V - A quantity of various wood mainly 9.5cm x 3.5cm with mitred ends - £20-£40
bottom stack
2378.V - 5 oak sleepers and 4 oak posts
£50-£80
2379.V - 1 wooden crate containing 4 stone steps
£50-£80
2380.M - A run of 17 bays (18 uprights) of grey / blue metal boltless stores
£150-£250
type racking with metal shelves - stillage is not included
2381.M - 9 blue plastic pallets
£30-£50
2382.M - 6 plastic pallets and 3 plastic containers
£30-£50
2383.M - 21 plastic pallets
£50-£100
2384.M - 17 plastic pallets
£40-£80
2385.M - 34 plastic pallets
£50-£100
2386.M - 15 plastic pallets
£40-£80
2387.V - 1 individual bulk container (IBC)
£20-£40
2388.M - 4 tyres with rims to fit early Toyota Landcruiser
£10-£20
2389.M - 5 long scaffold boards
£20-£50
2390.M - A quantity of decking wood - approx 48 lengths
£80-£160
2391.M - 4 adjustable metal trestles
£20-£40
2392.V - 2 RSJs each approx 165mm x 310mm x 2.25m
£30-£50
2393.V - 1 large wooden window with metal Crittall type frames fitted (no
£30-£50
glass) and 1 oak base rail
2394.M - A quantity of red / orange plastic barriers - stillage is not included
£15-£30
2395.M - 5 plastic interlocking barriers. Stillage is not included
£10-£20
2396.V - A quantity of approx 21 x galvanised metal fence panels, each panel £150-£250
approx 2.12m wide x 1.97m high - NO feet or joiners supplied
2397.M - 3 long metal framed trolleys
£30-£50
2398.M - A quantity of various alloy angle etc - long lengths
£30-£50
2399.V - 1 large digger bucket - 57cm wide
£80-£120
2400.V - A quantity of various yew logs. Contents of one stillage which is not £100-£200
included
2401.V - A qty of sheet metal - mainly mild steel and 1 small sheet of
£20-£40
stainless steel
2402.V - A quantity of various lengths of timber - stillage is not included
£20-£40
2403.M - A twin axle trailer, body size approx 1.44m wide, 2.6m long and
£60-£100
sides are 50cm high
2404.V - 1 green painted Cor-ten steel shipping container, YOM 2006, approx £800-£1200
2.44m wide / 6.05m long
2405.V - 1 tow behind single axle fuel bowser by Western Trailers with yellow £300-£400
metal body containing a 2000L plastic tank with hand operated pump
2406.M - A ladies / gents metal site toilet block container approx 2.7m x 4.9m.£1200-£1500
Currently locked, awaiting keys.
2407.V - A quantity of blue / orange metal pallet racking comprising of 9
£500-£800
uprights at 1.1m deep, height varies from 6m to 4m and 40 x
crossbeams at 2.75m wide
2408.V - A quantity of blue / orange metal pallet racking comprising of 22
£700-£1000
uprights at 1.1m deep, height varies from 4m to 2.9m and 48 x
crossbeams at 2.75m wide
2409.V - A quantity of grey / orange pallet racking comprising of 12 uprights £700-£1000
at 90cm deep / 4.8m high and 46 crossbeams at 2.7m wide
2410.V - Blank
2411.V - Blank
2412.V - Blank
2413.V - Blank
2414.V - Blank
2415.V - Blank
2416.V - Blank
2417.V - Blank
2418.V - Blank
2419.V - Blank
2420.V - Blank
2421.V - 6 various size white panel doors by Premdor including several FD30 £20-£40
fire doors
2422.V - 8 x unused FD30 fire doors by Vicaima type Dekordor CDW oak,
£30-£50
1981 x 610 x 44mm, RRP approx £55
2423.M - 5 internal doors by Premdor approx 198cm x 68cm
£20-£40
2424.V - 4 x unused fire doors by Jeldwen type Fireguard, 1981 x 764 x
£20-£40
35mm
2425.M - 4 used wood effect internal doors comprising 2 at approx 198cm x
£20-£40
76cm & 2 at approx 198cm x 68cm
2426.V - 1 pallet containing a quantity of various unused fire and other doors £30-£50
2427.V - 16 x various unused fire doors
£40-£80
2428.V - 13 x unused FD30 fire doors by Vicaima type CDV oak, 1981 x 610 £50-£100
x 44mm
2429.V - 22 x white panel doors by Premdor, 1981 x 533 x 35mm
£30-£50
2430.M - 27 various unused internal doors
£50-£80
2431.V - One pallet containing a quantity of various tropical hardwood lengths £100-£200
including tongue and groove etc
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2432.M - A run of 2 bays (3 uprights) of grey metal boltless stores type
racking with chipboard shelves approx 2.4m high, 1.2m deep and
crossbeams are 2.1m wide
2433.M - A quantity of galvanised wire support posts suitable for vines etc
2434.V - A quantity of hardwood each length approx 4cm x 4m x 1.2m
2435.M - 10 various internal doors including some glazed
2436.M - 1 internal wooden staircase
2437.V - 11 x ply board sheets - 2.4m x 1.2m x 24mm
2438.V - 11 x ply board sheets comprising 6 x 10mm & 5 x 8mm all at 2.4m x
1.2m
2439.V - One pellet containing a quantity of short lengths of timber
2440.V - 6 x 8mm sheets of sterling board at 2.4m x 1.2m & 8 x 15mm sheets
of chipboard flooring
2441.V - One pallet containing a quantity of various sheet material including
ply board and chipboard flooring
2442.V - 10 x sheets of ply board at 2.4m x 1.2m - comprising 6x 16mm & 4 x
4mm
2443.M - One pallet containing a large quantity of flat pack cardboard wine
bottle boxes
2444.M - One pallet containing a quantity of various fire resisting boards and
Vitcas heat resistant plaster
2445.M - One pallet containing a large quantity of laminate flooring
2446.M - One pallet containing a smaller quantity of laminate flooring
2447.M - One pallet containing a quantity of engineered floor boards by
Havwood & a small quantity of laminate flooring
2448.M - One pallet containing 24 sheets of 20 mm chipboard all at 1.8m x
94cm
2449.M - One pallet containing 27 sheets of 20 mm chipboard all at 1.8m x
1.14m
2450.M - One pallet containing 23 sheets of 20 mm chipboard all at 1.8m x
94cm
2451.M - One pallet containing a quantity of automotive tar and insect
remover
2452.M - 5 various internal doors
2453.M - 5 various internal doors
2454.M - 4 various internai doors
2455.M - 8 internal doors by Vicaima all at 1981mmx 457mmx 44mm
2456.M - 1 compressor mounted on a small trolley, no make visible, 240v
2457.M - 1 petrol engine ride on mower by Stiga type Park 12.5
2458.M - 2 woodworkers benches one of which has a vice fitted
2459.M - 1 large electrical control cabinet by FCA
2460.M - A quantity of Gypframe trunking / channel
2461.V - 9 wheeled open front rack mount cabinets
2462.V - 2 sterling board storage bins
2463.V - 4 sterling board storage bins
2464.M - 5 plastic poultry crates and 1 metal nest box / rack
2465.M - 1 wood effect shop display unit
2466.V - Two pallets containing 5 various large vacuum pumps by Druvac,
Busch, Rietschle
2467.V - Blank
2468.V - Blank
2469.V - Blank
2470.M - 1 small single axle unbraked trailer

£80-£120
£50-£100
£30-£50
£50-£80
£60-£100
£100-£150
£80-£140
£20-£40
£40-£70
£40-£70
£50-£80
£40-£70
£100-£200
£50-£100
£20-£40
£20-£40
£50-£100
£50-£100
£50-£100
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£20-£40
£150-£300
£20-£40
£30-£50
£20-£40
£30-£60
£15-£30
£20-£40
£20-£40
£10-£20
£100-£200

£40-£70

2471.V - 1 gas forklift by Heli type HFG15, H2000 series, serial no. 62449, £2500-£3000
YOM 2004, capacity approx 1500kg, max lift height 4.7m. Digital hour
meter is fitted but appears not to work.
2472.V - 1 battery tri wheel forklift by Still type R50-15, YOM 1993, capacity £800-£1000
approx 1500kg, triple mast, max lift height approx 6150mm, analogue
hour meter reads 06071, supplied with a 240v battery charger
2473.V - 1 battery forklift by Maxim type FB16A, capacity approx 1400kg,
£600-£800
triple mast, max lift height 4500mm, YOM unknown, digital hour meter
reads 0404 hours, supplied with a 240v battery charger. Has paperwork
etc. Please note that the battery has one suspect cell and holds charge
for a limited time.
2474.V - 1 gas forklift by Coventry Climax type GAQ20 / 1548, capacity
£1000-£1300
approx 2000kg, max lift height 3.0m, No hour meter fitted and NO YOM
visible.
2475.V - 1 Mitsubishi FG15 Forklift LPG, lift capacity 3000 lbs, manufactured £600-£800
1989.

2476.V - 10% BP...VW Crafter CR35 88 MWB Panel Van, VRM: AJ08 YOC,
Odometer: 140,000, 2461cc, Manual, Diesel, White, 1st Reg:
26/03/2008, MOT: Expires 08/03/2019, V5C Present, Key Present,
some paperwork in office. Former Keepers: 3.
2477.V - 10% BP... Ford Transit 110 T330M FWD Panel Van, VRM: LR08
HTE, Odometer: 166,600, 2198cc, Manual, Diesel, White, 1st Reg:
10/03/2008, MOT: Expires 20/02/2019, V5C Present, Key Present,
some paperwork in office. Former Keepers: 1.
2478.V - 10% BP... 1 Mitsubishi L200 Warrior LWB Double cab pick up truck
1st Reg: 13/05/2004, Mot just expired, 2477cc, Diesel, Manual,
Odometer: 88,000, Insolvency
2479.M - 10% BP NV - Vauxhall Meriva Life 8V 5 door hatchback, VRM:
VE03 0YL, Odometer: 91,000, 1598cc, Manual, Petrol, Black, 1st Reg:
29/05/2003, MOT: Expires 13/03/2019, V5C Present, Key Present,
some paperwork in office. Former Keepers: 6.
2480.M - 10% BP...1 Longjia LJ50 QT-K Moped 1st reg 26/06/09, 49cc, no
mot or log book. Requires attention
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£1800-£2000

£1800-£2000

£800-£1000
£200-£400

£50-£80

